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The problem with which this investigation is concerned

is that of determining the existing and ideal perceived roles

of college financial aid directors in Texas, the preparation

of financial aid directors, the scope of their work, status,

degree of job satisfaction, and attitudes toward selected

financial aid concepts.

A self-report questionnaire, which had been validated by

a selected panel of financial aid directors, and for which

reliability had been established by the test re-test method,

provided the necessary data for the research report. Replies

were received from more than seventy-five per cent of the

financial aid directors in the colleges of Texas.

Chapter I, Introduction, includes the subject of the

study, purposes, research questions, background and signifi-

cance, definition of terms, basic assumptions, instruments,

and procedures for analysis of data. Chapter II is the

review of related research. Chapter III gives procedures for

collection and treatment of data. Chapter IV contains the

report of the responses to the questionnaire, and Chapter V

contains a summary of the findings, the conclusions reached,

recommendations, and implications for further study.



Based upon the findings of this study the following

conclusions were reached:

1. Financial aid directors in the colleges of Texas
perceive of their role as consisting of adminis-
tration, counseling, clerical duties, and pro-
motional activities in that order.

2. Financial aid directors in the colleges of Texas
perceive that the ideal role of the financial aid
director would consist of administration, counseling,
promotional activities, and clerical duties, in
order of importance.

3. There is a significant difference between the
perceived existing role of financial aid director
and the perceived ideal role.

4. Financial aid directors are not being utilized
to the optimum level in formulating local financial
aid policies.

5. A bachelor's degree is typically all that is
required in the way of academic degree for
appointment as a financial aid director.

6. Aid directors in the State do not have long tenure
in their present positions.

7. Financial aid directors participate in formulating
state and national financial aid policies on a
limited basis.

8. Typically the financial aid director in the colleges
feels that he ranks about equal with the registrar,
director of counseling and chairmen of academic
departments.

9. Financial aid directors in both public and private
colleges exhibit a high degree of job satisfaction.

10. A majority of aid directors in private colleges
favor aid to institutions through increased
student financial aid, but public college directors
are much divided on this issue.

11. Financial aid directors do not feel that private
institutions should receive public tax support.

12. Financial aid directors oppose the discontinuance
of the National Direct Loan program, but many
support the Basic Opportunity Grants.



13. There is much disagreement as to the superiority
of loans over grants as a form of financial aid.

The following recommendations are made upon the basis of

the study:

1. Financial aid directors should give more time to
promotional activity and less time to clerical
work.

2. Financial aid directors should meet regularly
with the regular counseling staff.

3. Financial aid directors should participate more
fully in policy-making on the local level as
well as in budget formulation.

4. The financial aid director should be a full-time
administrator reporting directly to the president
of the college.

5. Some form of certification should be established
for financial aid administration.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Very few persons within the hierarchy of college admin-

istration have greater responsibilities than the director

of financial aid. Entrusted to this care and administration

are huge sums of money running into the hundreds of thousands

of dollars, if not into the millions. His philosophy of edu-

cation, interpretation of institutional purposes and goals,

and understanding of the needs of youth will have great impact

upon the course of the college or university.

Growing concurrently with a rising financial crisis

unparalleled in the history of American higher education has

been the idea that an appropriate manner in which financial

assistance may be given to an educational institution is to

render financial aid to individual students enrolled at that

institution. Apparently, very little study has been given to

determine whether the institution is in fact assisted in this

manner, whether the composition of the student body is changed,

whether enrollments are enlarged, or whether students simply

replace family resources with publicly funded resources. In

any event this philosophy has tended to focus additional

attention upon the administrator of financial aid. Private

colleges have been especially hard hit by the financial press

1
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with survival itself seemingly dependent upon securing increased

enrollments through financial aid. It would appear that these

colleges would give a great deal of attention and study to

the administration of a function so crucial to survival.

In spite of the tremendous responsibilities which have

suddenly been thrust upon this college administrator, very

little research has been done concerning his qualifications

for such an important role, his preparation for the task,

his concept of the philosophy of financial aid, or how he

actually goes about performing his task. Despite his unique

role, his vast storehouse of practical knowledge, and his

study of financial aid to students, it appears that he is

seldom consulted in designing new programs of student

financial aid.

Subject of the Study

The subject of this study will be "Perceived Roles of

College Financial Aid Directors in Texas."

Purposes of the Study

The purposes of this study will be (1) to identify the

existing role of the financial aid director in the colleges of

Texas as perceived by financial aid directors, (2) to identify

the proper or desirable role of the financial aid director as

perceived by financial aid directors, (3) to determine the

academic and experience preparation of college financial aid

directors, (4) to measure the scope of the financial aid
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director's work as it relates to the financial resources of

the institution, size of staff, and cost, and (5) to discover

attitudes of financial aid officers toward certain develop-

ments in financial aid and selected concepts of financial aid.

Research Questions

To carry out the purposes of this study the following

research questions have been formulated:

1. What is the existing role of the financial aid direc-

tor in the colleges of Texas as perceived by financial aid

directors themselves? Is there any difference between the

perceived role of the financial aid director in the private

college and that of the financial aid director in the public

college? Is there any difference between the perceived role

in the small public college as compared with the large public

college or between the small private college as compared with

the large private college?

2. What do financial aid directors perceive as the

proper role of the financial aid director? Is there a differ-

ence between the perceptions of the financial aid directors

in the public and private colleges or between the small and

large colleges?

3. What academic preparation have the financial aid

directors acquired to enable them to fulfill these roles?

Is there any difference in the preparation of the persons

employed by private colleges from those employed by public
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colleges? What differences exist in the preparation of those

employed by small colleges as compared with those employed by

large colleges?

What kind of experience in college teaching or adminis-

tration have financial aid administrators acquired? What is

the length of such experience? Are there significant differ-

ences in the experiential preparation of financial aid admin-

istrators in public as compared to private colleges, or of

small colleges as compared to large colleges?

4. What is the scope of the financial aid director's

work? What percent of the budgeted income of the institution

does the student aid program represent? What is the size of

the staff assigned to financial aid? What is the cost of

administering financial aid in dollar amounts, in percentage

of budgeted expenses for educational and general expenses,

cost per student enrolled, and cost per student served? Do

these amounts differ significantly between public and pri-

vate colleges or between small and large colleges?

5. What is the extent of financial aid directors'

participation in formulation of financial aid policies on a

state and national level? By what methods do financial aid

directors participate?

6. What is the rank of the financial aid director in

the administrative organization of the college as perceived

by the financial aid director? Is there any difference in
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the perceived rank of the director in public colleges as

compared with those in private colleges? What is the remun-

eration of the director of financial aid? Are directors of

financial aid satisfied with current levels of remuneration?

Are there significant differences in remuneration between

public and private colleges when the factor of size of college

is controlled?

7. To what extent will financial aid directors exhibit

job satisfaction? Will any difference be found between the

job satisfaction of the aid director in public colleges when

compared with private colleges?

8. What is the attitude of financial aid administrators

toward providing financial aid to institutions by means of

providing additional financial aid to students? Will there

be any difference in attitude between the directors working

in public colleges from those working in private colleges?

9. What is the attitude of financial aid directors

toward charging students the full cost of higher education?

Will there be any difference between the attitudes of those

working in public colleges from those employed by private

colleges?

10. What is the attitude of financial aid directors

toward public assistance for private higher education?

11. Do financial aid directors see private colleges as

being essential to the overall strength of higher education

in the State?
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12. What is the attitude of financial aid directors

toward the Tuition Equalization Grant program?

13. What is the attitude of financial aid directors

toward discontinuance of funding for the National Direct

Student Loan program?

14. What is the attitude of financial aid directors

toward the "Basic Opportunity Grants" program instituted

in 1973? What is the attitude toward the alleged superiority

of loans to grants as a form of financial aid?

Background and Significance of the Study

As the decade of the 1960's drew to a close, there was

considerable evidence that all was not well in higher education.

From coast to coast and from north to south came reports of

student boycotts, occupation of buildings, destruction of

property, tear gas attacks, and death. Perhaps as an out-

growth of the civil rights movement, perhaps as a reaction

to the war in Vietnam, or perhaps as a disillusionment with

an educational system that many felt had lost its sense of

direction, large numbers of students and faculty turned their

energies to disruption and revolution.

Many college administrators feel that these problems

played a significant role in detracting from the willingness

of the public to sacrifice to support higher education. An

unfavorable image of confusion, disorder, and failure to

achieve the goals of education was often portrayed. Financing
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a war and attending to glaring social problems at home suddenly

required funds that were needed for expansion and improvement

of higher education.

Inflation, unchecked and uncontrolled, coupled with

new minimum wage laws, along with higher prices for all the

inputs to higher education greatly affected all higher edu-

cation, but placed private institutions in a precarious

position of pricing themselves out of the academic market.

Skyrocketing tuition costs were tending toward a condition

wherein only the very rich and the very poor could enroll in

private colleges. Many voices were predicting the demise

of the private college in this country, and many state systems

of higher education were facing very austere budgetary

restrictions.

Traditionally, educators and laymen alike have extolled

the virtues of diversity in higher education, and especially

the diversity supposedly brought about by maintaining both

a public and private system of higher education.

President Richard M. Nixon announced that strengthening

and maintaining the private sector would be a national policy.

One of the ways he proposed to perform this task was by pro-

viding greatly increased financial aid to students to the end

that no qualified student who desired to go to college should

be barred by lack of money (4, p. 51).
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Miller Upton, president of Beloit College, recently

asserted, "If we continue to follow the well-worn route of

financing higher education by subsidizing institutions rather

than individuals, we will gradually but surely end up with a

state monopoly of higher education" (7, p. 26). His position

is that public support of higher education should be chan-

neled through the student, much like the GI-bill programs.

Twenty states had such a program in 1970. The dilemna then

becomes: when is a private college no longer a private college--

how much state support can be received before an institution

is no longer a private college?

A task force appointed by the Department of Health, Edu-

cation and Welfare Department in 1971 made a recommendation

similar to Upton's proposal. This nine-member panel headed

by Frank Newman recommended that a sum of $1,000 per year

accompany a student to the school of his choice. This award

made directly to the college would supposedly stimulate

improved teaching in the colleges, though the committee did

not stipulate how this would come about (5, p. 14).

A survey of fifty-seven private college presidents con-

ducted in 1970 showed that forty of the fifty-seven favored

student aid as the best method of aiding their respective

institutions (8, p. 180).

A study conducted by Earl F. Cheit in 1970 for the

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education and the Ford Foundation
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(2, p. 10) found that of forty-one representative colleges and

universities, twenty-nine, or seventy-one per cent, were either

headed for financial trouble or were already in financial

difficulty. Administrators interviewed in this study viewed

the cost side of the economic squeeze as being brought about

by (1) inflation, (2) increases in faculty salaries, (3)

rising student aid, (4) campus disturbances, theft and

destruction of property, and (5) increased responsibilities

and expectations.

As might be expected, the study showed that private

institutions were more likely to be in financial difficulty

than were public institutions. On the other hand small liberal

arts colleges studied tended to be in less financial difficulty

than the larger liberal arts colleges and private universities.

When asked for recommendations relative to policies to

improve the financial situation, administrators favored the

following: (1) closing the gap between what students pay and

what it costs to educate them, facilitated by government grants

to students, (2) support for pluralistic approcaches to higher

education, based on the concept that student choice should

not be made on narrow economic grounds, (3) redefining the

role of the liberal arts college. Increased student aid was

stressed at every institution included in the study except at

some of the comprehensive colleges and the two-year colleges.

The Federal commitment to higher education increased

from 1.6 billion dollars in 1963 to nearly five billion dollars
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in 1970; unfortunately this increasing monetary involvement

did not call forth a clearly defined role for Government in

higher education. It is not too surprising, then, that a

proposal is now put forth that increased financial aid to

students will solve the financial problems of institutions

without the benefit of adequate research to determine if this

is true.

Despite the tremendous responsibilities inherent in

utilizing financial aid to make it possible for a student to

attend college regardless of family financial resources and

the staggering weight of administering financial aid in such

a way as to preserve the viability of private colleges and

enhance the financial position of public colleges, com-

paratively little research has been devoted to the adminis-

tration of financial aid.

Glenny (3, p. 13) calls the financial aid officer an

anonymous leader in higher education who has extraordinary

influence on policy and states, "we need to be aware of the

impact of decisions by these anonymous officers who are sub-

jected to little real supervision. What they do has signifi-

cant effect upon the ability of the educational part of the

college or university to carry out its task."

Aldmon (1, p. 8) laments, "In some institutions it appears

that the aid administrator is tacitly classified as performing

duties analogous to those of a bookkeeper, and does not have

significant impact on the institution." The relatively low
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status of the financial aid officer appears to have carried

over from the recent past, when there were few funds for the

education of the disadvantaged and perhaps even less insti-

tutional commitment to this effort.

Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this study the following definitions

have been formulated:

Financial aid.--Student financial aid is the attempt by

an agency, other than the family, to reduce the student's

expense of college attendance or to minimize the pressure of

such expenses. It may include fellowships, assistantships,

grants in aid, student employment, long term loans, short

term loans, budget plans, dormitory remissions, free books,

employee subventions, and other devices (6, p. 342).

Financial aid director.--The financial aid director is

that college administrator who is charged with the over-all

responsibility for the administration of financial aid on a

particular college campus.

Public college.--A public college is a four-year degree-

granting institution offering general or liberal education

rather than technical training and receiving most of its

support from city, county, or state funds.

Private college.--A private college is a four-year degree-

granting institution offering general or liberal education
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rather than technical training and receiving most of its

support from sources other than city, county, or state funds.

Small college.--A small college for purposes of this

study will arbitrarily be defined as a college having fewer

than 5,000 students enrolled.

Large college.--A large college for purposes of this

study will be defined as a college having 5,000 or more

students enrolled.

National Direct Student Loan Program.--This program

was first established by Congress in 1958 under the title

National Defense Student Loan program. Under the original

provisions a student could borrow up to $500 per semester

of Federal funds administered by a local financial aid

office.

Basic Opportunity Grants.--This program first became

operative in the fall of 1973. It provides grants in the

amount of up to $1,400 toward the cost of education, minus

whatever parents or spouses can be expected to contribute.

Tuition Equalization Grants.--This program was initiated

in the State of Texas largely through the efforts of an

organization known as Independent Colleges and Universities

of Texas. It was first available in the fall semester of

1971. The program provides up to $600 per student per year

to help pay the difference in tuition between private colleges

and state institutions for the student who chooses a private

college.
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Basic Assumptions

It is assumed that financial aid administrators are

qualified to assess their own role at their institutions and

to evaluate the proper role of the financial aid officer. It

is further assumed that financial aid officers are qualified

to evaluate selected concepts of financial aid included in

the study.

Instruments

A self-report questionnaire was constructed to gather

information from the financial aid directors of each four-

year college in the State relative to his perceived role,

preparation, scope of his work, attitudes toward certain

developments in financial aid, and selected concepts of

financial aid. Current books and periodicals relating to

administration in higher education, student personnel adminis-

tration, and especially financial aid administration, were

consulted as a basis for construction of the survey instrument.

The next step was the selection of a panel of judges to

be utilized in establishing validity of the items to be

included in the questionnaire. The Regional Office for

Region VI of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

was requested to suggest ten of the most knowledgeable men

engaged in financial aid administration in the state of

Texas for inclusion on this panel. This panel was used to

establish validity, to insure that there was adequate coverage
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of the complete topic, and to make sure that each question

was clear and unambiguous.

A copy of the questionnaire with a cover letter was

mailed to each member of the panel. Each member was asked to

respond to the questionnaire by indicating whether he thought

each item was valid for use in the study, invalid for inclusion

or that he was unable to decide. It was decided that seven

of the ten panel members must agree that an item was valid

for use in the study, or that item would be omitted. Panel

members were encouraged to submit additional items which they

felt should be included in the study. If five members suggested

an additional item, it would have been added to the questionnaire.

After establishing validity for the instrument, reliability

was established by means of the test-retest method. Procedures

involved administering the questionnaire in its final form to

thirty persons currently engaged in financial aid administration.

After two weeks all items on the questionnaire were rearranged;

and the same individuals were requested to fill out the revised

instrument. The correlation between scores on the two adminis-

trations will serve to establish reliability for the question-

naire.

When validity and reliability had been established for

the questionnaire, it was mailed to all financial aid

administrators of the colleges of Texas. Follow-up devices

were used to insure at least a seventy-five per cent return

of questionnaires.
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Procedures for Analysis of Data

Since the entire population of financial aid officers in

the four-year colleges of Texas was to be included in this study

only descriptive statistical methods are appropriate. Such

measures as percentages, range, mean, median, and mode, were

utilized.

Data were entered in tables as needed to facilitate

presentation.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

It appears that only one major study of financial aid

administration has been made. In 1965 George Nash and Paul

Lazarsfeld conducted a survey, the results of which were

published under the title "New Administrator on Campus:

A Study of the Director of Student Financial Aid." The

results were made available in multilith form in 1967. This

study was undertaken for the College Entrance Examination

Board by the Bureau of Applied Social Research of Columbia

University (3).

In this study Nash and Lazarsfeld studied the kind of

person the aid director was, the image of the occupation,

other work of the aid director and its significance, organi-

zation of the function of financial aid, staffing of the

financial aid office, support of the office of financial

aid, the job satisfaction of the aid director, and the nature

of the work of financial aid.

It was generally accepted that most colleges did not have

a full time financial aid director prior to the establishment

of the National Defense Student Loan program in 1958. Data

produced in this study verified this conclusion. Total amount

17
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for such loans in 1965 was 135 million dollars; whereas the

amount for 1973-1974 was 270 million dollars. This increase

alone would, no doubt, bring great changes in the role of the

director of financial aid. In addition to the 100 per cent

increase in National Direct Student Loans, the College Work-

Study program increased from 22 million in 1965--the first

year of operation--to 270 million in 1973-1974, more than a

1,000 per cent increase. Supplemental Educational Opportunity

Grants, which did not exist in 1965, have been funded at

210 million dollars for 1973-1974. Basic Educational Oppor-

tunity Grants--funded for the first time in 1973-1974--have

been funded at 122 million dollars, 500 million dollars less

than requested by President Nixon. Changes of this magnitude

coupled with increases in student aid from private sources

have produced changes in the office of the director of

financial aid. No doubt the financial crisis of the last part

of the decade will have produced considerable changes in the

operation of the function of financial aid.

Nash and Lazarsfeld found that it was not difficult to

enter the field of financial aid and that by generally accepted

standards financial aid administration could not be considered

a profession (3, p. 1.1). The average age of the director was

found to be forty-four years, with nearly eighty per cent

falling between the ages of thirty and fifty. Only twenty

per cent were women. Seventeen per cent of the directors

held a doctorate, sixty-six per cent a masters, and
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ninety-three per cent held at least a bachelor's degree. Twenty-

five per cent were found to be teaching at their college.

Education was found to be the subject most frequently taught

by the financial aid director. Not surprisingly, it was

found that education was also found to be the most important

single area of academic preparation.

Business administration was found to be an important

area of preparation for the financial aid director. Nine

per cent of the directors were found to be also serving as

business manager. Many of the directors saw themselves as

guidance people and therefore, it is not surprising that

eleven per cent of the directors majored in counseling or

guidance at the graduate level.

Financial aid directors were found not to be newcomers

to the work of college administration. Thirty-eight per cent

of the directors had held a full time college position for

eleven years or more, the average being seven years, with

three and one-half years having been spent in financial aid.

Twenty-eight per cent of the aid directors entered

college administration after having taught at the college

level.

Only four per cent of the aid directors earned more

than $15,000 per year, while eleven per cent earned less

than $6,500, with the median salary being $9,760. Salary

tended to increase with the size of the school and with the
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degree held by the administrator. Forty-one per cent of

the financial aid directors felt that they were not adequately

paid, however, seventy-three per cent of those who earned more

than $10,000 considered themselves adequately paid.

Forty-seven per cent of the directors found financial

aid administration very satisfying, however, sixty-three

per cent found other work which they were doing very satis-

fying.

Forty per cent of the administrators had taken courses

in business administration. Of these, seventy-nine per cent

considered the course especially helpful. Statistics and

research methods, psychology, and educational administration

came next in order of indicated usefulness, with about two-

thirds of those taking such courses considering them as

especially helpful. Of this latter group, psychology is

perhaps the most important, as eighty-six per cent of aid

directors indicated that they had taken courses in psychology.

This is, no doubt, related to the fact that many directors

considered themselves guidance people.

Aid directors saw the ability to see a student's problems

through his eyes as the quality which is most important to the

aid director. Nearly thirty per cent indicated that it was

very important to have a thorough knowledge of the principles

of psychology and counseling. On the other hand sixty-one

per cent felt that it was important to have the kind of
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administrative ability that would allow a person to perform

well in a variety of administrative positions. In short, the

aid director needed to be both a perceptive counselor and a

versatile administrator.

There was found to be little contact between college

aid administrators, with twenty-two per cent indicating that

they "almost never" had contact with others, and forty-three

per cent indicating contact two or three times a year.

The largest group of administrators, forty -per cent, indi-

cated that they knew four to ten other administrators.

The pattern of involvement of aid directors in pro-

fessional meetings is one of majority attendance and

minority involvement participation (3, p. 2.14).

Financial aid directors were found to be lacking in

publication of articles and books. Only seven per cent of

those responding had published anything on the topic of

financial aid. Another seventeen per cent had published on

topics other than aid. Seventy-five per cent of the aid

directors indicated that they had never published any

articles or books.

"In summary we have seen that although most aid

directors have attended meetings of aid directors and want

their own organization, the general level of professional

activity is quite low at present" (3, p. 2.19).
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Only sixteen per cent of the respondents indicated that

they spent one hundred per cent of their time on aid. Thirty-

six per cent of the administrators spent seventy per cent or

more of their time on aid; thirty-five per cent spent between

thirty and sixty-nine per cent; and twenty-eight per cent

spent less than thirty per cent on aid. It is significant

that only thirty-six per cent of the aid directors could be

considered full time directors, whereas a large number of the

directors are spending a large proportion of their time on

other tasks.

Sixty per cent of the respondents did administrative work

other than financial aid but did not teach. A smaller group

both teach and do other administrative work. A few teach but

do not perform other administrative tasks.

A majority of respondents held at least one other

position with the average of those being 1.3 other positions.

Dean of students and director of admissions tied as the

most frequently held other position. Fifteen per cent of

all respondents indicated that they were also dean of

students and another fifteen per cent indicated that they

were also director of admissions. Eleven per cent were

also director of placement, and another nine per cent were

also chief business officer. Seventy per cent of the

directors served on committees not connected, with financial

aid with fourteen per cent serving on three or more other
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committees. Thirty per cent were serving on the admissions

committee.

It was found that aid directors tended to view themselves

as administrators rather than aid directors, however three-

fourths of the full time administrators would describe them-

selves as aid directors. Thus, to the full time director the

position seems real and meaningfull.

Seventy-four per cent of the full-timers find financial

aid work very satisfying, and seventy-nine per cent of the

full-timers agree that it is a satisfying full time life-

time career. "There was no difference between young full-

timers and old full-timers in this response. This suggests

that the full time aid director does indeed find financial aid

work sufficiently satisfying to be a full time life-time career.

This is one of the major findings of the study" (1, p. 3.16).

The amount of time spent on aid is a stronger pre-

dictor of satisfaction and professionalization than either

the size or the quality of the college. Full timers tend

to have more contact with peers and to have attended a

professional meeting within the past two years. Full timers

were found to be considerably younger than part timers--

thirty-six per cent of the full timers compared to only

eighteen per cent of the part timers were found to be less

than thirty-five years of age. Part timers were found to

be slightly more likely to hold a degree beyond the B.A.
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Full-timers were likely to be paid less than part timers.

Whereas fifty-six per cent of the part timers earn more than

$10,000, only thirty-one per cent of the full-timers earn

that much.

An attempt was made to place the financial aid director

within the structure of college administration based upon

prestige alone. The following question was posed: "Taking

into consideration the kinds of work you do, how do you

compare in prestige with each of the following positions?"

Lower Equal Higher
than this to this than this

Position position position position

President 99% 1% 0%
Academic Dean 86% 14% 0%
Dean of Students 67% 25% 8%
Chief Business Officer 59% 31% 10%
Assistant to the President 57% 26%, 17%
Director of Development 47% 36% 17%
Director of Admissions 31% 45% 24%
Registrar 24% 47% 29%
Alumni Secretary 12% 31% 57%
Director of Placement 11% 41% 48%

These responses exclude those aid directors who held another

position.

The strongest determinant of whether or not an insti-

tution had a full time director was the presence of a graduate

program. Fifty-two per cent of institutions with graduate

programs had a full time director. The next most significant

determinant was size of enrollment. The percentage of students

receiving loans was a determinant also. Where twenty or more
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per cent of the students received loans, forty per cent of

the aid directors were full time. This relationship did not

hold for proportion of students holding jobs, and there was

a negative relationship with the proportion of students.

having scholarships. It was only in schools with an

enrollment of 4,000 or more that having a full time director

of financial aid was a majority phenomenon. Sixty-seven per

cent of the large colleges had a full time director, while

only twenty-two per cent of the small colleges had a full

time director.

At forty-one per cent of the colleges who participated

in the study all forms of financial aid were administered by

one office, while in fifty-five per cent of the colleges the

aid office administered all but one of the forms of aid.

The study showed no relationship between effectiveness of

the aid program and centralization of organization. Publicly

controlled colleges tended toward centralized aid offices

more than did privately controlled institutions. Ninety-six

per cent of the aid directors preferred that all aid be

administered by one office.

One-third of the respondents felt that financial aid

should be a part of the admissions office, while those aid

directors who were also business officers felt that it should

be a part of the business office. Forty-six per cent of the

aid directors were reporting directly to the president of the
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institution; in twenty-nine per cent the director reports to

a dean--three fourths of these to the dean of students. Five

per cent report to the director of admissions and four per

cent to the business manager.

Thirty per cent of the financial aid offices were respon-

sible for collection of NDEA student loans, whereas sixty-

five per cent were not, and four per cent had no program. Aid

directors were in agreement that they should not be respon-

sible for such collections.

Fourteen per cent of the institutions had no financial

aid staff other than the aid director. Thirty-four per cent

had only one person other than the aid director spending ten

hours or more per week on financial aid; eighteen per cent had

two persons; and thirty-four per cent had three or more; however

about half of the full time directors had staffs of three or

more persons.

Eighty-four per cent of the aid directors spent a moderate

amount of time interviewing, seventy-one per cent spent a

moderate amount of time on office work, fifty-eight per cent

on coordinating functions and fifty-eight per cent on infor-

mation flow activities. Eighty-eight per cent of the aid

administrators enjoyed interviewing. Office work was the most

disliked task area with twenty-four per cent of the respon-

dents disliking it.

Sixty per cent of the full-time directors spent a great

deal of time interviewing compared with twelve per cent of the

part-timers.
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In response to the question, "Does the administration

attach enough importance to aid matters?" seventy-seven

per cent answered in the affirmative. The president of

the college ranked highest as a supporter of financial

aid.

College presidents rather than financial aid committees

or the directors of financial aid were found to be most

important in deciding whether the college would participate

in the College Work-Study program. This lead the researchers

to conclude that in major decisions it was the president

rather than the aid director or financial aids committee

who was the decision-maker.

Aid directors were asked to respond to the statement,

"I have a large enough role in setting financial aid policy."

Seventy-one per cent strongly agreed, twenty-three per cent

moderately agreed, and five per cent disagreed.

Eight out of ten aid directors strongly favored loans

to students, and the others moderately favored loans.

Thirty-two per cent of the respondents had been in finan-

cial aid for six years or longer. An additional forty-two

per cent had been in aid administration from two to five

years. Twenty-four per cent reported that they had been in

financial aid administration for only one year or less.

The study concluded that student financial aid adminis-

tration was a guidance function of which fiscal management is
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an essential component (3, p. 9.1). Financial aid adminis-

tration is both a counseling and a fiscal position.

Hinke reports a study which was conducted in the public

community colleges of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and

Wisconsin and refers to the paucity of valid research in

financial aid administration (1).

The above study of financial aid administration in

public community colleges revealed that forty-eight per cent

of the administrators were called director, thirty-two per

cent were classified as counselors, eight per cent were

called assistant dean and twelve per cent had the title Dean.

Eighty-two per cent operated a one-man office and were

assisted by only one clerical person, and nine-four per cent

had duties in areas other than administration of financial aid.

Sixty-six per cent took care of placement, sixty-five per cent

had counseling responsibilities, and fifty per cent took care

of admissions.

Thirty-eight per cent had salaries from $13,000 to $14,999.

Fifty-five per cent had been employed in their positions

for two years or less, and only fifteen per cent for five

years or more.

Sixty per cent are supervised by and report directly

to a dean, fourteen per cent reported to a director, twelve

per cent to a president, eight per cent to a vice president,

and six per cent to an assistant dean.
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Forty-two per cent viewed themselves primarily as

counselors, while thirty-five per cent considered themselves

as administrators.

Moore (2, p. 143) states, "the role of the financial aid

administrator will develop with increasing clarity, definition,

and importance. The need to provide trained personnel for

this position has become a problem of increasing vital concern."

A national survey was made to determine suggested courses

for the preparation of financial aid administrators. A panel

was selected consisting of nominees from each of the ten

regions of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Conclusions derived from this study were that courses

concerned with the operational procedures of a financial aid

office were considered as being most important. Psychology,

counseling and guidance, business and economics, college

student personnel work, and research methods were not matters

of great concern in the preparation of financial aid adminis-

trators.

The Texas Association of Student Financial Aid Adminis-

trators reported a limited study of financial aid adminis-

tration in this state, while this study was in progress (4, p. 3).

This study included ninety-two institutions in the state

both junior and senior colleges and covered such items as

age and sex of directors, salary, level of academic training,

number of professional organizations to which members belonged,

total funds distributed, and other matters.
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Nearly two-thirds of the respondents earned between $8,000

and $16,000. There were fourteen female and sixty-eight male

respondents. Sixty per cent of the participants reported

having at least a Master's Degree, and six per cent reported

the earned Doctorate. The range of aid being administered

was from $100,000 to over $7,500,000. Student aid was

located in the student affairs division in sixty-three per

cent of the institutions. Thirty-nine per cent of the aid

directors were reporting to the Dean of Student Affairs,

but twenty per cent were reporting to the President. Forty-

three per cent of the directors were giving all of their time

to financial aid.
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTION AND

TREATMENT OF DATA

Authoritative writings in the field of educational admin-

istration, educational journals, and research studies were

utilized in preparing a self-report questionnaire to acquire

needed data. The Regional Office of the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare was requested to assist in selecting

a panel of knowledgeable persons in financial aid administration

to establish validity for the questionnaire. In a personal

interview with Charles E. Grady, of that office, members

were chosen for the panel from financial aid directors of large

state universities, large private universities, small private

colleges, predominantly black colleges, and junior colleges.

The panel was designed to include both men and women. A list

of the panel members selected and the colleges represented is

included in the appendix.

After the panel had been selected, a copy of the

questionnaire along with an appropriate personal letter was

sent to each member of the panel on May 17, 1973. Members

of the panel were requested to indicate by checking the

appropriate column in the left margin whether each item

was valid for inclusion in the study, invalid for inclusion

32
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or that he was unable to decide. The panel members were fur-

ther requested to respond to each question on the questionnaire

which they felt was valid. With appropriate follow-up

responses were obtained from seven of the ten panel members

by June 19, 1973.

Table I lists the item numbers of the questionnaire and

gives the number of respondents who indicated that each item

was valid for inclusion in the study.

TABLE I

VALIDITY OF THE INSTRUMENT

temter-
No. Responses No. Responses No. Responses No. Responses

1 5 25 5 49 7 73 7
2 5 26 6 50 7 74 7
3 6 27 7 51 7 75 7
4 6 28 7 52 7 76 6
5 6 29 7 53 7 77 7
6 5 30 7 54 7 78 6
7 6 31 7 55 7 79 6
8 6 32 7 56 7 80 6
9 6 33 7 57 7 81 7

10 7 34 6 58 7 82 6
11 7 35 7 59 7 83 6
12 7 36 7 60 7 84 6
13 6 37 7 61 7 85 6
14 4 38 7 62 7 86 7
15 7 39 7 63 7 87 7
16 5 40 7 64 7 88 6
17 3 41 7 65 7 89 6
18 7 42 7 66 7 90 7
19 7 43 7 67 7 91 7
20 7 44 7 68 7 92 7
21 7 45 7 69 7 93 7
22 7 46 7 70 7 94 7
23 7 47 7 71 7 95 7
24 5 48 7 72 7 96 7
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It had been stipulated earlier that seven of the ten

members, or seventy per cent, of the panel of judges, would

have to indicate that an item was valid before it would be

included in the study. Since sixty-seven of the ninety-six

items received the unanimous approval of the seven members

of the panel who responded to the questionnaire, it was

felt that validity had been adequately established. All

the items in the instrument received at least a seventy

per cent approval except number 14, which received fifty-seven

per cent approval and item number 17, which received forty-

three per cent approval.

Since item number fourteen, dealing with the experience

of the financial aid director, was so crucial to one of the

research questions being investigated, it was decided to

include this item in the study even though some doubt was

cast upon its validity by the panel of experts. It should

be pointed out that every item of the questionnaire dealing

explicitly with the perceived role of the financial aid

director received unanimous approval as to its validity

for inclusion in this study.

After establishing validity for the questionnaire,

procedures were initiated to establish reliability. A paper

published by The Coordinating Board, Texas College and Uni-

versity System, February, 1973, was utilized to determine

the public and private senior colleges and universities of
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the State. As indicated in Chapter I, only the four-year

degree granting institutions offering general or liberal

education rather than technical training were included in

the study. Institutions designated as "centers" were not

included and neither were institutions offering only the

lower two years or the upper two years, even though they

may be a part of a university system.

Each institution which was to be included in the study

was assigned a number for purposes of the research study.

A table of random numbers was utilized to determine which

of the institutions would be included in the thirty which

had been set as the number to be used in the reliability

study. Two successive rolls of a dice were utilized to

choose the row and column as the beginning point in the table

of random numbers. When the institutions had thus been chosen,

the corrected questionnaire along with a cover letter was

mailed to each of the financial aid directors on June 22,

1973. The final form of the questionnaire as well as the

cover letter utilizing North Texas State University letter-

head was printed by the Copy Center of North Texas State

University. The corrected form of the questionnaire as well

as the cover letter are included in the appendix.

On July 6, two weeks after the original mailing, the

questionnaire with all of the items rearranged was mailed

to the thirty directors who had been selected at random.
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Seven of this group responded by executing Form B of the

questionnaire and returning it. From these responses a corre-

lation coefficient was computed between the scores on the

form first executed and the later form. The correlation

between the two forms was .86. The questionnaire was scored

by arbitrarily assigning a numerical value to each blank.

Form A of the questionnaire was mailed to the remaining

directors, which had not been included in the reliability

study.

By July 30, thirty-two institutions had responded to the

questionnaire. Seventeen of twenty-two (seventy-seven per

cent) of the public colleges had responded; while fourteen

of thirty-six private colleges (thirty-nine per cent) had

responded.

The TASFAA Directory indicates that fifteen of the

fifty-eight directors are female--twenty-six per cent. By

July 30, only two of these persons had responded to the

questionnaire--thirteen percent--compared to seventy per

cent of the ;ale population. As of August 24, seven of the

fifteen females had responded, or forty-seven per cent as

compared to eighty-six per cent of the male population. Or,

stating the matter another way, the population consisted of

seventy-four per cent male, twenty-six per cent female; those

failing to respond to the questionnaire consisted of fifty-

three per cent female and forty-seven per cent male.
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Similar differences were noted between the responses

from the public and private sector. Whereas ninety-one per

cent of the directors of financial aid in public colleges

responded to the study, only sixty-four per cent of the direc-

tors in private colleges responded. The two phenomena are

related to the extent that ninety-three per cent of the

female directors of financial aid are employed by private

colleges in the state. Further study is needed to determine

whether females in college administration are more reluctant

to participate in research than are their male counterparts.

Study might also be given to the entire matter of profession-

alism on the part of male and female college administrators.

Such study should be of great interest to those who are

demanding an equal status for females in college adminis-

tration. Further study might also indicate factors which

incline financial aid directors in private colleges to be

less involved in research and other professional endeavors.

As indicated above, the mailing of June 22 consisting

of the questionnaire and cover letter and a follow-up on

July 6 consisting of the questionnaire and follow-up letter

had by July 30 produced responses from thirty-two of the

fifty-eight institutions involved in the study. The follow

up letter of July 30 produced seven responses from twenty-

six institutions; and a final followup letter on August 14

produced five responses from twenty schools. Those schools
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not participating in the study had been contacted three--

and in some cases four--times.

Responses having been received from forty-five of the

fifty-eight colleges included in the study, thus meeting the

requirement of seventy-five per cent response which had

been established at the beginning of the study, tables were

prepared, and the data were tabulated by manual means.

One final response was received on September 1, 1973,

nearly four months after the original mailing.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

After the research instrument had been validated and

reliability had been established, it was mailed to all

financial aid directors in the senior colleges of the State.

Appropriate tables were blocked out and the responses as

received were tabulated manually. When the required number

of responses had been received, the number of responses was

converted to percentages for presentation in the research

report. Percentage computations were rounded to the nearest

whole number.

A series of research questions was formulated in order

to carry out the purposes of this study. Question one was:

"What is the existing role of the financial aid director

in the colleges of Texas as perceived by financial aid

directors?"

In order to arrive at an answer to this question, finan-

cial aid directors were asked to indicate the percentage of

time which they spent in each of four roles--counseling,

administration, promotions, and clerical work.

Table II gives the responses of financial aid directors

as to the percentage of their time which they were actually

39
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devoting to duties which they perceived of as counseling in

nature.

TABLE II

TIME PRESENTLY BEING DEVOTED TO THE COUNSELING ROLE
BY FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS IN TEXAS

Per Cent of Response
Type of Amount of Time Devoted to Counseling
College Less than Over

10% 10 to 30% 31 to 50% 51 to 70% 70%

Public . . 32 63 5 .0

Private .. 17 46 33 ..

Small
Public .. 25 50 25 ..

Large
Public . . 33 67 . .

All .. 23 54 21 ..

No financial aid director responding to the questionnaire

perceived that he spent less than 10 per cent of his time in

counseling activities. By the same token no director per-

ceived that he spent more than 70 per cent of his time in

counseling duties. The study reveals that 95 per cent of

the financial aid directors in public colleges spent 50 per

cent or less of their time in duties which they thought of as

counseling. On the other hand, 63 per cent of the financial

aid directors in private colleges spent 50 per cent or less

of their time in counseling duties. No financial aid director
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in a large public college perceived that he was spending more

than 50 per cent of his time in counseling; but 25 per cent

of the directors in small public colleges reported that they

spent more than 50 per cent of their time in counseling duties.

It may be stated, then, that financial aid directors in

private colleges have a tendency to spend more time in

counseling duties than do their counterparts in the public

colleges. It is also apparent that financial aid directors

in small public colleges tend to spend more time in counseling

than do their peers at the large public colleges. There

were too few replies to the questionnaire from the financial

aid directors in the larger private colleges to make any

comparisons between the small private colleges and the large

private colleges.

An attempt was made to determine participation in

activities which would commonly be associated with various

roles of financial aid directors. Table III lists the per-

centage of aid directors in the various categories of insti-

tutions who were participating in the activities which might

be connected with the counseling role.

It is readily apparent that among financial aid directors

in Texas there is a high level of participation in activities

which may be categorized as counseling activities. There was

a 100 per cent participation in making referrals to other

members of the counseling staff. Ninety-eight per cent of
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the participants indicated that students feel free to discuss

non-financial problems with the aid directors. These two

aspects of the financial aid director's work alone would give

strong indication that the aid director's role is at least

in part that of a counselor.

TABLE III

ACTUAL PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES RELATED TO
THE COUNSELING ROLE

Per Cent of Participation
Kin an Size of College

Activity TbisE Private
SmallT Large AMT SmaI Lag All AMT

Interviews each appli-
cant for financial aid 75 40 47 57 .. 54 51

Reserves a portion of
each day for aid in-
terviews 25 33 32 65 100 67 51

Students feel free to
discuss non-financial
problems 75 100 95 100 100 100 98

Discusses financial
matters with students
and their parents 100 93 95 96 100 96 95

Makes referral to
other members of
counseling staff 100 100 100 100 100 100 00

Explains financial aid
policies to area high
school counselors 75 100 95 71 100 75 84

Meets regularly with
counseling staff .. 60 47 48 100 50 49
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Coupled with the other activities mentioned in Table III

there is adequate evidence to support the assigning of a

counseling role to the financial aid director. Yet, 49 per

cent of the aid directors do not meet regularly with other

members of the counseling staff.

Financial aid administrators were also requested to

report the percentage of their time which they actually

spent in activities which they perceived as administrative

in nature. Table IV gives the responses of financial aid

administrators to this item.

TABLE IV

TIME PRESENTLY BEING DEVOTED TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE
ROLE BY FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS IN TEXAS

Per Cent of Response
Type of Amount o Time Devoted to Administration
College Less than ore than

10% 10 to 30% 31 to 50% 51 to 70% 70%

Public .. 21 42 21 16

Private 8 29 17 17 29

Small
Public .. .. 50 25 25

Large
Public .. 27 40 20 13

All 5 26 28 19 23

Of the financial aid directors responding to this study

5 per cent reported that they spent less than 10 per cent of
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their time in administrative duties; while 23 per cent of the

directors reported that they spent more than 70 per cent of

their time in administrative duties. Of the public college

respondents 37 per cent reported that they spent more than 50

per cent of their time in administrative duties, whereas 46

per cent of the directors in private colleges reported more

than 50 per cent of their time being given to administrative

duties.

Small public college financial aid directors tended to

report a larger percentage of time given to administrative

duties than did large public college financial aid directors.

Of the small public college financial aid directors 50 per

cent reported that they spent 50 per cent or more of their

time on administrative duties, while 33 per cent of the large

public college directors reported spending SO per cent or more

of their time in administrative duties.

Items were included in the study designed to discover

participation of financial aid directors in activities which

may be classified as administrative in nature. Table V

gives the participants' responses to these items.

It is worthy of note that not one of the respondents

reported that he did not participate in formulating financial

aid policies for his institution. It is also worthy of note,

however, that 21 per cent of the aid directors felt that their

opportunity for participation in formulation of new financial

aid policies was very limited.
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TABLE V

ACTUAL PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES RELATED
TO ADMINISTRATIVE ROLE

Per Cent of Participation
Kind and Size of College

Activity Public Private
SmalT Large AWI Small Large All All

Formulation of new
financial aid policy
no participation .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
very limited 25 13 16 26 .. 25 21
considerable .. 33 26 52 .. 50 40
great amount 75 53 58 22 100 25 39

Methods of
Participation:
recommendation to:
boards of control 25 27 26 17 .. 17 21
President 75 60 63 74 100 75 70
faculty 25 33 32 30 .. 29 3.0
aid committee .. 87  68 52 .. 50 58

unilateral action .. 27 21 17 .. 17 19
Participation in
budget formulation:
none 50 13 21 13 .. 13 16
office expense only .. 20 16 26 .. 25 21
aid budget 50 73 68 57 100 58 63
entire budget .. ..0 0 .. 0..

Collects loans 75 67 68 61 .f 58 63
Financial aid is a
division of business
affairs 75 13 26 48 .. 46 37

Of the aid directors in private colleges 25 per cent

reported that their participation in formulating new financial

aid policies was very limited, compared to 16 per cent in the

public colleges. A total of 40 per cent of the aid directors

indicated that they had considerable opportunity to participate

in formulating financial aid policies on their campus--50 per
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cent of the private college directors and 26 per cent of the

public college directors. Less than 40 per cent of the aid

directors responding to the survey indicated that they parti-

cipated in formulating new financial aid policies to a

great extent.

About 21 per cent of the aid directors made recommen-

dations directly to the boards of control, with directors in

public colleges more likely to do so than those in private

colleges. Also, 58 per cent of the respondents made recom-

mendations to a financial aid committee--68 per cent in the

public sector and 50 per cent in the private sector. As to

initiating new financial aid policies by unilateral action,

there were 19 per cent of the directors who reported doing

so.

It is of perhaps great significance that 16 per cent of

the aid directors reported no participation in budget formu-

lation, and another 21 per cent stated that they only par-

ticipated in formulation of an office expense budget as

opposed to the overall financial aid budget or institutional

budget.

Of the respondents, 63 per cent were responsible for loan

collections--68 per cent of the directors in public colleges

and 58 per cent of the directors in private colleges.

A very significant factor as to the basic philosophy of

the institution toward financial aid is revealed by the

division of the college in which financial aid administration
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is located. In 37 per cent of the institutions financial aid

was a division of business affairs, revealing an administrative

approach to this function.

Promotions was one of the roles which had been included

in this study as being appropriate for financial aid directors.

Accordingly, respondents were asked to indicate the percentage

of their time which they actually spent in duties which they

would classify as promotional in nature. Table VI gives the

results of this question.

TABLE VI

TIME PRESENTLY BEING DEVOTED TO THE PROMOTIONAL
ROLE BY FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS IN TEXAS

Per Cent of Response
Type of Amount o Time Devoted to romotiona Duties
College Less than More than

10% 10 to 30% 31 to 50% 51 to 70% 70%

Public 53 42 5 .. ..

Private 64 32 5 ..

Small
Public 50 25 25 ....

Large
Public 53 47 .. r".. ..

All 59 37 5 .. ..

No respondent reported devoting more than 50 per cent of

time to duties of a promotional nature. Fewer than 5 per cent

of the respondents reported spending more than 30 per cent
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his time in promotional duties. Nearly 60 per cent of the

respondents reported spending less than 10 per cent of their

time in promotional work.

While a slightly higher percentage of respondents from

private colleges reported spending less than 10 per cent

of their time in promotional duties, there was a difference

of less than 1 per cent between public and private colleges

directors spending more than 30 per cent of their time in

promotional activities.

The difference between small public colleges and large

public colleges is somewhat larger, i.e. 25 per cent of the

small public college directors spent more than 30 per cent

of their time in promotional duties; compared to none in the

large public colleges.

Further understanding of the promotional role of financial

aid directors may be obtained by considering their actual

participation in activities which may be classified as being

of a promotional nature. Table VII lists some of these

activities and the percentage of financial aid directors

who were participating in them.

Table VII also reveals that a very high percentage of

financial aid directors were definitely filling a promotional

role. Directors reported a 100 per cent involvement in

corresponding with prospective students.

There was a reported participation of 74 per cent in

initiating news releases--84 per cent participation in the
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public sector and 67 per cent participation in the private

sector.

TABLE VII

ACTUAL PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES RELATED TO
PROMOTIONAL ROLE

Per Cent of Participation
kind and 'ize of College-

Activity Public Private
ma a Ie A iiTa Iarge M1 All

Student recruitment 50 60 58 57 100 58 58

Seeks new sources of
funds for financial aid 50 87 79 61 100 63 70

Initiates news releases
relating to financial
aid 100 80 84 65 100 67 74

Corresponds with pros-
pective students 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

In seeking new sources of funds for financial aid the

directors in public colleges were more active than those in

private colleges--79 per cent as compared to 63 per cent.

There was no difference in reported participation in student

recruitment.

There was evidence to indicate that the role of financial

aid director is, at least in part, clerical in nature. Accord-

ingly, participants were requested to indicate the percentage

of time which they actually spent in duties which they would

classify as clerical in nature. Table VIII portrays the

results of this item.
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TABLE VIII

TIME PRESENTLY BEING DEVOTED TO THE CLERICAL ROLE
BY FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS IN TEXAS

Per Cent of Response
Type of Amourt of Time Devoted to Clerical Duties
College Less than More than

10% 10 to 30% 31 to 50% 51 to 70% 70%

Public 74 16 .. ..

Private 42 21 25 8

Small Pub-
lic 50 25 .. 25

Large Pub-
lic 80 13 .. .. 7

All 56 19 14 7 2

This study revealed that 2 per cent of the financial aid

directors in the State spent more than 70 per cent of their

time in fulfilling duties which they perceived as being

clerical in nature. Nearly 9 per cent of the directors spent

more than 50 per cent of their time in completing clerical

tasks. On the other hand, 56 per cent of the directors

spent less than 10 per cent of their time in performing

clerical tasks.

In the public colleges 74 per cent of the directors

spent less than 10 per cent of their time in a clerical role,

while in the private colleges the figure was 42 per cent. In

the private colleges 33 per cent of the directors spent more
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than 30 per cent of their time in clerical duties; in the

public colleges this figure was 11 per cent.

It is apparent that financial aid directors in private

colleges tended to devote more time to their clerical role

than did their counterparts in the public colleges. The

disparity is just about as great between the small public

colleges and the large public colleges, however.

To further delineate the clerical role of financial aid

directors in the State, participants were asked to indicate

whether or not they participated in two activities which

can be rather laborious and time-consuming. Table IX

reports the responses to this item on the questionnaire.

TABLE IX

ACTUAL PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES RELATED
TO CLERICAL ROLE

Per Cent of Participation
Kind and Size of College

Activity Public Private
Small large Small Large All All

Computes financial
need 75 60 63 96 100 96 81

Executes required
reports 75 93 90 83 100 83 86

A cursory glance at Table IX reveals a high level of

participation by financial aid directors in two activities

which are clearly clerical in nature.
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A higher level of participation was reflected in the

execution of required reports. A higher level of partici-

pation was reflected by directors in public colleges than by

directors in private colleges, but in computation of financial

need 96 per cent of the directors in private colleges reported

participation as compared to 63 per cent in the public colleges.

When the number of students served is considered, along

with the complicated procedures for computation of financial

need and the voluminous detail of reports required by State

and Federal agencies, it is very evident that financial aid

directors are filling a clerical role.

Question two was: "What do financial aid directors per-

ceive as the proper role of the financial aid director?"

In seeking an answer to this question financial aid directors

were asked to indicate what percentage of their time should

be spent in duties which they would classify as counseling,

administrative, promotional, or clerical in nature.

Table X gives the percentage of financial aid directors

who indicated each category of time devoted to counseling

duties.

No financial aid director reported that he perceived

that less than 10 per cent of his time should be devoted to

counseling duties. One director reported that he felt that

more than 70 per cent of the Aid Director's time should be

given over to counseling. There were 42 per cent of the

respondents who indicated that more than 50 per cent of a
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financial aid director's time should be spent in a counseling

role.

TABLE X

TIME WHICH SHOULD BE DEVOTED TO THE COUNSELING ROLE
BY FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS AS PERCEIVED

BY FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS

Per Cent of Response
Type of Amount o TimeWhich-ShouldBe Devoted
College ess than More than

10%10 to 30% 31 to 50% 51 to 70% 70%

Public .. 26 37 32 5

Private .. 17 29 46 ..

Small Public .. 25 .. 75 ..

Large Public .. 27 47 20 7

All .. 21 33 40 2

Over all the directors in private colleges attached more

importance to the counseling role than did the directors in

the public colleges. There were 37 per cent of the directors

in public colleges who felt that more than 50 per cent of

their time should be spent in counseling, while 46 per cent

of the directors in private colleges felt that more than

50 per cent of their ti ie should be so spent.

The difference is much more dramatic between the small

public colleges and the large public colleges--75 per cent

of the directors in small colleges felt that more than 50

per cent of their time should be spent in counseling compared
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to 20 per cent in the large public colleges. This 75 per

cent figure far surpasses the 46 per cent previously mentioned

as representing the private colleges.

It is interesting to compare Table X with Table II to

note differences between what financial aid directors per-

ceived as their role as it presently exists and the role

that they should be filling. While 21 per cent of the

directors were devoting more than 50 per cent of their time

to counseling, 42 per cent felt that more than 50 per cent

of their time should be given to this role.

In the public colleges only 5 per cent of the directors

were able to devote more than 50 per cent of their time to

counseling, but of these same directors 37 per cent thought

that more than 50 per cent of their time should be spent in

the counseling function.

Of the private colleges 33 per cent were giving more than

50 per cent of their time to counseling, but 46 per cent felt

that more than 50 per cent of their time should be devoted to

counseling.

Of all the respondents 23 per cent were devoting less

than 30 per cent of their time to counseling, while 21 per

cent felt that they should devote less than 30 per cent of

their time to counseling.

It is revealing to consider as well the perceptions of

financial aid directors as to specific activities in which
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they should be engaged relative to the counseling role.

Table XI lists various activities which may be considered of

a counseling nature and the number of respondents who indi-

cated that the financial aid director should be participating

in these activities.

TABLE XI

COUNSELING ACTIVITIES IN WHICH FINANCIAL
AID DIRECTORS PERCEIVED THAT

THEY SHOULD BE INVOLVED

er en o ar icipa ion
Kind and Size of~College Represented

Activity Public Pivate
Small Large A7T Small Large NIT All

Interview each aid
applicant 100 80 84 91 .. 88 86

Reserve a portion
of each day for aid
interviews 25 47 42, 74 100 75 61

Students feel free
to discuss non-
financial problems 75 100 95 96 .. 92 93

Discuss financial
problems with stu-
dents and parents 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Make referrals to
other members of the
counseling staff 100 100 1001 96 100 96 98

Explain financial
aid policy to high
school counselors 75 100 95 96 100 96 95

Meet regularly with
counseling staff 100 87 90 78 100 79 84
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The ideal perceived role of the financial aid director

in the State of Texas involved to a large degree activities

of a counseling nature. Table XI shows that 100 per cent of

the directors felt that the aid director should discuss

financial problems with students and their parents. This

compared to 95 per cent of the directors in public colleges

and 96 per cent of the directors in the private colleges who

reported that they were presently engaged in such activities.

Of the respondents 98 per cent perceived that they should

feel free to make referrals to other members of the counseling

staff compared to 100 per cent who indicated that they pre-

sently feel free to make such referrals.

Also, 95 per cent of the aid directors reported that

the financial aid director should explain financial aid policy

to area high school counselors compared to 85 per cent who

reported that they were now doing so.

In addition, 93 per cent indicated that students should

feel free to discuss non-financial problems with the aid direc-

tor compared to 98 per cent who reported that students now feel

free to do so.

There were 86 per cent of aid directors who felt that

each applicant for financial aid should receive a personal

interview, but only 51 per cent were now interviewing each

aid applicant. In other words, 35 per cent of the aid

directors perceived that they should be spending more time
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in interviewing, 10 per cent of the directors who were not doing

so perceived that they should reserve a portion of each day for

interviews, 5 per cent felt that students who were discussing

non-financial problems with them should not do so, and 5

per cent who were not now discussing financial problems with

students and parents felt that they should be doing so. The

largest area of possible discontent is the matter of meeting

regularly with other members of the counseling staff. In the

private sector 79 per cent of the directors felt that they

should meet regularly with other members of the counseling staff,

in the public sector the figure was 90 per cent. These figures

compared with 50 per cent of the private college directors

and 47 per cent of the public college directors who were

now meeting with the other counselors. Over all the per-

centage who felt that they should meet with other counselors

was 84 per cent, while those who were now doing so amounted

to 49 per cent, a difference of 35 per cent.

Next an attempt was made to determine the perception of

financial aid directors as to the percentage of their time

which should be allocated to administrative duties. Table

XII lists the percentages of various types and sizes of col-

leges falling into various categories of per cent of time

used in the administrative role.

Of all respondents 30 per cent felt that more than 70

per cent of their time should be given over to administrative

duties. Among the directors in small public colleges 50 per
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cent of the directors were of this persuasion. This compares

to 13 per cent in the large public colleges and 38 per cent

in the private colleges. Only one of the directors was

of the opinion that less than 10 per cent of his time should

be spent in administration.

There were 50 per cent of the directors in private colleges

who believed that more than 50 per cent of their time should be

given to administration compared to 42 per cent in the public

colleges.

TABLE XII

TIME WHICH SHOULD BE DEVOTED TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE ROLE
BY FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS AS PERCEIVED BY

FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS

Per Cent o esponse

munt o Time Whic - oul Be Devot~e
Type of Less than More than
College 10% 10 to 30% 31 to 50% 51 to 70% 70%

Public 5 21 32 21 21

Private .. 21 25 13 38

Small Public .. .. 50 .. 50

Large Public 7 27 27 27 13

All 2 21 28 19 30

When Table XII is compared with Table IV the following

facts are revealed. In the public colleges 16 per cent were

giving more than 70 per cent of their time to administration,

but 21 per cent felt that more than 70 per cent should be
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devoted to administration; 37 per cent were devoting more

than 50 per cent to administration, whereas 42 per cent felt

that more than 50 per cent of their time should be given to

this function. The difference is slightly less in the pri-

vate colleges.

If all the colleges are taken together, 23 per cent of

the directors were giving more than 70 per cent of their time

to administration, while 30 per cent felt that more than 70

per cent of their time should be given to administration.

This survey tends to indicate that financial aid direc-

tors in the State of Texas felt that they should spend more

time in administration than they have been able to do in

the past.

Since financial aid directors appeared to feel that

they should be spending more time in administrative duties

than they have in the past, it should be of interest to note

those activities of an administrative nature in which finan-

cial aid administrators perceived that they should be involved.

Table XIII lists activities of an administrative nature and

reports the reaction of financial aid directors to those

activities. This table provides some very interesting insight

into the basic philosophy of financial aid directors in Texas.

First, it may be obse rved that 61 per cent of the aid

directors felt that they should participate in policy formu-

lation in the area of financial aid to a great degree. The

figure for public college directors was 79 per cent and for
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private colleges 46 per cent. These responses appear to be

somewhat inconsistent with the expressed desire of financial

aid directors for a larger administrative role. It would

appear that the responses would be nearly unanimous in this

regard.

TABLE XIII

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES IN WHICH FINANCIAL AID
DIRECTORS PERCEIVED THAT THEY

SHOULD BE INVOLVED

Per Cent o Rlesponse
Kind and ize of Coliege Represented

Activity Pubi_ P___ at
ma argeA Small Large AT All

Formulation of new
financial aid
policy:
very limited .. .. .. 4 .. 4 2
considerable 25 20 21 52 .. 50 37
great degree 75 80 79 44 100 46 61

Methods of parti-
cipation:
Recommendations to:
board of control 25 27 26 17 .. 16 21
President 100 67 74 74 100 75 74
faculty .. 13 11 9 .. 8 9
aid committee .. 73 58 83 .. 79 70
unilateral action .. 20 16 26 .. 25 21

Budget formulation:
for office only .. .. .. .. .. .
all financial aid 100 93 95 91 100 92 93
entire budget 25 7 11 4 .. 4 7

Responsible for:
loan collections 75 47 23 30 .. 29 40
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The small number of aid directors who expressed the

belief that the aid director should unilaterally formulate

new financial aid policies is also significant. Only 21

per cent of the aid directors favored this option compared

to 19 per cent of the aid directors who answered that they

were now formulating new financial aid policies on a uni-

lateral basis.

A large number of financial aid directors were dis-

satisfied with their present participation in budget planning.

There were 93 per cent who perceived it as desirable that the

aid director participate in formulating the overall financial

aid budget, but only 63 per cent of them stated that they

were now engaged in this process. There were 63 per cent of

the aid directors involved in loan collections, but only

40 per cent felt that they should be so involved; and in 37

per cent of the institutions the financial aid office was a

division of business affairs, while 30 per cent of the

directors felt that this should be the case.

Financial aid directors were also asked to indicate the

amount of time which should be given to promotional activities.

Table XIV lists the percentage of responses under the various

percentages of time devoted to these activities.

Respondents were unanimous in assigning less importance

to the promotional role than to either counseling or adminis-

trative duties. No financial aid director responding to
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this survey was of the opinion that more than 50 per cent of

his time should be allocated to promotional responsibilities.

TABLE XIV

TIME WHICH SHOULD BE DEVOTED TO THE PROMOTIONAL ROLE
BY FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS AS PERCEIVED BY

FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS

Per Cent of Response
Type of Percentage of Time iic-ou eDevote
College Less than More than

10% 10 to 30% 31 to 50% 51 to 70% 70%

Public 32 47 21 ....

Private 33 54 4 .

Small Public 50 25 25

Large Public 27 53 20 .. ..

All 33 51 12 .. ..

Taking all the directors as a group 84 per cent of the

group indicated that less than 30 per cent of their time

should be given to promotional duties, and 33 per cent of

them felt that less than 10 per cent of their time should be

devoted to these duties.

Directors in public colleges seemed to feel that the

promotional role was of more importance than did those in

private colleges. This is made particularly striking when

it is remembered in the light of the purported financial

crisis existing in the private colleges. In the public

colleges 21 per cent of the directors felt that promotions
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merited more than 30 per cent of their time, while the figure

for the private colleges was only 4 per cent. Small public

colleges favored the promotional role slightly more than did

the large public colleges.

There was considerable disparity between the time aid

directors were currently giving to promotional duties and

the time they felt should be given to these duties. In

the public colleges only 5 per cent of the directors were

giving more than 30 per cent of their time to promotional

activities, but 21 per cent of the directors felt that this

much time should be given to promotional work. In the

private colleges 5 per cent of the directors were able to

devote more than 30 per cent of their time to promotional

work, but only 4 per cent felt that this much time should be

given to this role.

Considering only the large public colleges the differ-

ence is even greater, i.e. no director was giving more than

30 per cent of this time to the promotional role, but 20 per

cent of the directors felt that promotions deserved this much

attention. In the small public colleges 25 per cent of the

directors felt that 30 per cent or more of his work should

be in the area of promotions and 25 per cent were devoting

this amount of time to the promotional role.

Table XV lists activities embodied in the promotional role

and gives the percentage of financial aid directors within
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the several categories perceiving participation in that

activity to be desirable.

TABLE XV

PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES IN WHICH FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS
PERCEIVED THAT THEY SHOULD BE INVOLVED

Per Cent of Response
Control an Size of College

Activity Public Private
_mal Larg AI Small Large AlF All

Student recruiting 50 47 47 65 100 67 58

Seeking new sources of
funds for financial aid 100 87 90 70 100 71 79

Initiating news releases
related to financial aid 100 73 79 74 100 75 77

Corresponding with pros-
pective students 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Financial aid directors readily identified with activities

presented in the questionnaire which are embodied within the

promotional role. They were unanimous in perceiving that

corresponding with prospective students was a legitimate

activity of the financial aid director. Nearly eighty per

cent of those responding indicated that the aid director should

seek new sources of funds for financial aid and initiate news

releases pertaining to financial aid. The percentage approving

of student recruiting was smaller, however, representing 58

per cent of the respondents.
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The role that financial aid directors perceived as ideal

in the area of promotions was nearly identical with the role

which aid directors are playing in this area. For example,

58 per cent of the respondents perceived that they should

participate in student recruitment, and 58 per cent were now

participating in student recruitment. There were 70 per

cent now involved in seeking new sources of funds for financial

aid, and 79 per cent perceived that they should be so involved.

There were 74 per cent now initiating news releases relating

to financial aid, and 77 per cent felt that they should do

so; and 100 per cent were corresponding with prospective

students, and 100 per cent felt that this was a proper

function of the financial aid director.

Table XVI gives the time which financial aid directors

perceived should be devoted to activities which would be

classified as clerical in nature.

All respondents who responded to this particular iteu

on tie questionnaire indicated that less than 30 per cent of

a financial aid director's time should be assigned to the

clerical role. Three-fourths of the aid directors included

in the study indicated that less than 10 per cent of their

time should be spent in clerical duties.

Directors in private colleges felt that more time should

be dive to clerical duties than did the directors in public

colleges. In the public colleges 90 per cent of the directors
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felt that less than 10 per cent of their time should be given

to clerical duties. In the private colleges this figure was

63 per cent.

TABLE XVI

TIME WHICH SHOULD BE DEVOTED TO THE CLERICAL ROLE
BY FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS AS PERCEIVED

BY FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS

Per Cent of Response
Type of Amount of ime w ic S oul Be Devoted
College Less than More than

10%_10 to 30% 31 to 50% 51 to 70% 70%

Public 90 11 .. ..

Private 63 29 .. .. .

Small Public 75 25 .. .. ..

Large Public 93 7 .. .. ..

All 74 21 .. ..

Directors in small public colleges assigned more importance

to the clerical role than did those in the large public colleges.

Directors in both public and private institutions were

devoting more time to clerical duties than they felt should

be given. In the public colleges 11 per cent of the direc-

tors were giving more than 50 per cent of their time to

clerical duties, but no public college director felt that

more than 30 per cent of his time should be given to this role.

In the private colleges 8 per cent of the directors were giving

more than 50 per cent of their time to clerical assignments,
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while no private director felt that more than 30 per cent of

his time should be allocated to this role. In the small pub-

lic colleges 25 per cent of the directors were giving more

than 50 per cent of their time to clerical responsibilities

but no director in small public colleges felt that more than

30 per cent of his time should be given to this role.

Table XVII-lists activities of a clerical nature and

gives the responses by percentages as to the perception of

financial aid directors as to the desirability of partici-

pation in that activity.

TABLE XVII

CLERICAL ACTIVITIES IN WHICH FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS
PERCEIVED THAT THEY SHOULD BE INVOLVED

e r Cent ofTj 5Wse
Control and Size of College

Activity Pubic Private
SmallLargeA rSaTLarge All All

Computes financial need 75 60 63 74 100 75 70

Executes required reports 75 87 84 61 100 63 72

There was a high degree of agreement that financial aid

directors should be involved in clerical activities. Of the

respondents to this survey 70 per cent perceived that the aid

director should compute financial need for each applicant for

financial assistance, and 72 per cent agreed that the aid

director should execute the many reports which are required.

These figures are to be compared with 81 per cent of the aid
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directors who were actually computing financial need for each

applicant and 86 per cent of the financial aid directors who

were executing the required reports.

In summation, financial aid directors in both public

and private colleges felt that more of their time should

be given to counseling duties, and the gap between existing

practice and what financial aid directors felt was desirable

was greater in the public colleges than in the private.

Also, both public and private college financial aid

directors believed that they should spend more time in admin-

istrative duties. Again, the difference between the existing

role and the ideal role was greater in the public colleges.

With respect to the promotional role financial aid

directors in the public colleges again felt that it would

be desirable to be able to spend more time in this role

than they are presently able to spend. There was very little

differential between the existing role and the ideal role as

far as financial aid directors in private colleges are con-

cerned.

Directors of financial aid in both public and private

colleges felt that it was desirable to spend less time in

clerical duties than they are now spending.

Question three was: "What academic preparation have the

financial aid directors acquired to enable them to fulfill

the various roles. What kind of experience in college teaching

or administration have financial aid administrators acquired?
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Table XVIII gives the highest degrees held by financial

aid directors in the State broken down by size of college

and type of control.

TABLE XVIII

PER CENT OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS REPORTING
VARIOUS DEGREES AS HIGHEST DEGREE HELD

College N~d~D~dge~e~~ ~Bactie Te~ oeWTy e ffi st D e re el C ll g e:N D g r e Ba ch e lo rs a t er~s o cI Tr

Public 5 42 53 ..

Private 4 63 33 .,

Small Public .. 50 50

Large Public 7 40 53

All 5 54 42

No financial aid director participating in this study

had received the doctorate. More than one-half of the direc-

tors participating indicated that the highest degree held

was the bachelor's degree. Two of the respondents did not

report possessing any academic degree.

Directors employed by public colleges were more likely

to have earned the Master's Degree than were those employed

in the private colleges. Of respondents from public colleges

53 per cent had acquired the Master's Degree; whereas 33 per

cent from private colleges had the Master's Degree. From the
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standpoint of academic credentials, financial aid directors

employed by public colleges appear to be better prepared for

their job than those in the private sector.

When colleges under 5,000 in enrollment are compared

with those with over 5,000 enrollment, it is discovered that

only 33 per cent of the directors from the small colleges had

the Master's Degree compared to 56 per cent for the larger

institutions.

A breakdown of the number of hours of academic training

in various fields related to financial aid is included in

Table XIX on page 77.

It is of interest to note that although many directors

viewed their task as primarily that of a counselor, 44 per

cent of the directors had no formal training in the field of

counseling.

On the other hand many directors viewed their role as

being primarily administrative in nature, while 67 per cent

of the directors had no college training in college adminis-

tration. Despite the complexity of the rules and regulations

of the various aid programs, 61 per cent of the directors had

no training in the field of law. Nearly 50 per cent had no

training in educational administration, and nearly 60 per

cent had no training in public relations.
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TABLE XIX

PER CENT OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS REPORTING
VARIOUS NUMBERS OF HOURS OF ACADEMIC

PREPARATION IN SELECTED FIELDS

Area and NumberPublicPriVate
of Hours TmalT Large Small Large All

Counseling:
0 hours 50 33 48 100 44
3-6 sem. hrs. 25 13 13 .. 14
7-9 sem. hrs. .. 7 4 .. 5
10-12 sem. hrs. .. 7 13 .. 9
More than 12 hrs. .. 40 4 .. 16

College Adminis-
tration:
0 hours 50 67 74 .. 67
3-6 sem. hrs. .. 7 4 .. 5
7-9 sem. hrs. .. .. .. .,..

10-12 sen. hrs. 25 7 .. 100 7
More than 12 hrs. .. 20 4 .. 9

Law:
0 hours 25 67 61 100 61
3-6 sem. hrs. 25 33 22 .. 26
7-9 scm. hrs. .o... .... 0..
10-12 sem. hrs. 25 ..... 2
More than 12 hrs. .. .. .. .. ..

Business Adminis-
tration:

0 hours .. 33 26 .. 26
3-6 sem. hrs. 25 7 17 . . 14
7 - e . hrs. .. ... ".. ."

10-12 sem. hrs. .. 7 4 .. 5
More than 12 hrs. 50 53 35 .. 44

Educational Admin-
istration:
0 hours 50 40 57 .. 49
3-6 sem. hrs. 25 13 13 .. 14
7-9 sem. hrs. .. 7 4 .. 5
10-12 sem. hrs. .. 7 .. 100 5
More than 12 hrs. .. 27 9 .. 14

Public Relations:
0 hours 50 60 61 .. 58
3-6 sem. hrs. 25 20 13 .. 16
7-9 sem. hrs. .. .. ..o.. ..
10-12 se m. irs. .. 7 .. 100 5
More than 12 hrs. .. 7 4 .. 5
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In the field of business administration 26 per cent indi-

cated that they had no formal training. On the other hand,

44 per cent of the aid directors reported more than twelve

semester hours in this area.

In the field of counseling, while 44 per cent had no

training in the field, 16 per cent had more than 12 hours in

this field; and 40 per cent of the directors in the large

public colleges had more than 12 hours in this area. In the

field of business administration 53 per cent of the directors

in the large public colleges reported more than 12 semester

hours.

After seeking information relative to the degrees held

and areas in which financial aid directors had received

academic instruction, an attempt was made to obtain an

evaluation of the helpfulness of the academic training in

the actual work of the financial aid director. Table XX

reports the responses of the financial aid directors to

this query.

The feeling of many of the aid directors seemed to be

well summed up in the comment of one who said, "None, common

sense, and experience." Consideration of the large number of

directors who had no formal training in the various academic

fields related to the various roles played by the financial

aid director brings the observer to the conclusion that

aid directors were relying heavily upon common sense and

practical experience rather than academic preparation for
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their unique role. Those who had engaged in academic pre-

paration for their work, however, in most cases had not found

their preparation particularly helpful in their work.

TABLE XX

PER CENT OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS REPORTING
VARIOUS ACADEMIC AREAS MOST HELPFUL

IN THEIR PRESENT POSITION

Academic- P T iir&i-ate
Area Small Large Small Large All

Counseling .. 27 13 .. 16

College Admin-
istration 25 7 .. .. 5

Law 25 *- .. .. 2

Business Admin-
istration 50 27 30 .. 30

Educational
Administration .. .. .. .. .

Public
Relations .. 7 .. .. 2

All of Above .. 7 .. .. 2

None . 27 57 100 42

Those who are charged with responsibility for academic

programs designed to prepare college administrators perhaps

should reevaluate their programs to determine why such pro-

grams do not prove of value to the practitioner.
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It would seem that academic preparation in the field of

counseling and psychology would prove helpful to one who

considers himself primarily a counselor. If the aid director

is primarily a college administrator, why should not college

course work in the field of college administration prove

helpful in his preparation? In view of the proverbial com-

plexity of Government regulations it seems that some training

in law would prove extremely beneficial to the financial aid

director, yet very few of the aid directors had such training

and few found it helpful according to their responses to

the survey instrument.

The research question dealt also with experience

preparation of financial aid directors. Table XXI gives

various positions which financial aid directors held prior

to entering financial aid administration and the number of

years in those positions.

Table XXI reveals that 14 per cent of the financial aid

directors had ten or more years of experience in college admin-

istration before assuming their present position. For the

private colleges this figure was 22 per cent and for the large

public colleges it was 7 per cent. No director in small public

colleges reported more than 6 years of prior experience in

college administration.
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TABLE XXI

PER CENT OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS PREVIOUSLY
HOLDING SELECTED POSITIONS

Position Held Public Private
and Length Smaii Lrg Small large All

No Response .. 20 13 100 16

College Adminis-
tration:

1-3 years .. 20 17 .. 16
4-6 years 25 13 9 .. 12
7-9 years .. .. 4 ..
10or more .. 7 22 .. 14

Private Business:
1-3 years 25 7 9 .. 9
4-6 years .. .. ..
7-9 years .. 7 4 .. 5
10or more 25 .. .. .. 2

Military Service:
1-3 years 25 . .4 .. 5
4-6 years .. .. 4 .. 2
7-9 years *0.. .0
10 or more .. 20 .. .. 7

Civil Service:
1-3 years ... ....
4-6 years .. .. .. ..
7-9 years....*.
10 or more ... 9 .. 5

Clergy:
1-3 years .. *. @0 *0

4-6 years ... 4 .. 2
7-9 years ..0.@0... 

0

10 or more .. .. 4 .. 2
Public Schools:

1-3 years .. 13 17 .. 14
4-6 years .. 7 4 .. 5
7-9 years .. 7 4 .. 5
10 or more .. 7 4 .. 5

Other -- .. 4 .. 2
None 25 .. 4 .. 5

Other areas of experience were of much less importance.

Only 2 per cent of the directors reported more than 10 years
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of experience in private business, 7 per cent reported more

than 10 years of military service, 5 per cent reported more

than 10 years of civil service. For the clergy the figure

was 2 per cent and for work in the public schools it was

5 per cent. A total of 5 per cent of the aid directors

reported that they had held no prior position.

It is extremely interesting to note that none of the

aid directors reported coming to their present position

from college teaching, with the exception of one who

moved from the ranks of college coaching.

Directors from the public colleges reported much more

experience in the military than did the directors from

private schools.

No director in the public colleges had been a member

of the clergy, but 9 per cent of those in the private colleges

had such experience.

Twenty-eight per cent of the aid directors reported

some experience in the public schools and 42 per cent

reported prior experience in college administration.

When the age of the aid directors is compared with

the experience reported, it is apparent that some of the

respondents did not fully report the experience prior to

assuming their present duties.

Table XXII shows the number of years of service which

financial aid directors have given to their present positions.
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TABLE XXII

PER CENT OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS REPORTING VARIOUS
LENGTHS OF SERVICE IN PRESENT POSITION

Length ofService Public Private All

Less than year 5 8 7

1 to 3 years 37 58 49

4 to 6 years 32 17 23

7 to 9 years 21 13 16

10 or more 5 4 5

On the whole financial aid directors of the state do

not have long tenure in their present role. While 7 per cent

have less than one year of service, 56 per cent have less

than three years of service; and nearly 80 per cent of them

have less than six years in their present position. Only

5 per cent reported ten years or more in their present

position.

Directors in the public colleges have longer tenures

than do those in the private colleges as 42 per cent of the

directors in public colleges have less than three years of

service while the figure for the private colleges is 67

per cent.

Question four was: "What is the scope of the financial

aid director's work?"
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What is the scope of the financial aid director's work

as it relates to the number of students served, the amount

of financial aid provided, staff, et cetera.

TABLE XXIII

PER CENT OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS REPORTING
ADMINISTERING SELECTED TYPES

OF FINANCIAL AID

Typeand Size of College
Program PubicPrivate

______ASmal aaglTma Large AllAll

Institutional scho-
larships 100 100 100 96 100 96 98
Institutional work
jobs 100 93 95 87 100 88 91
Institutional loans 50 93 84 70 100 71 77
Guaranteed loan
program 100 100 100 91 100 92 96
Nursing scholarships 50 13 21 26 100 29 26
TEG and other state
grants .. 13 11 92 100 96 58GI Bill 50 27 32 48 100 50 42
College Work Study 75 100 95 96 100 96 95
Educational Opportun-
ity grants 100 100 100 96 100 96 98National Direct Loans 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Law enforcement
education 50 80 74 22 100 25 47Nursing loans 25 .13 16 17 100 21 19
State Loans 100 100 100 91 100 92 95
Private Scholarships .. 20 16 13 100 17 16
Cuban Student Loan .. 13 11 .. .. .. 5
Conally-Carillo Act .. 20 16 .. .. .. 7
Emergency loans .. 7 5 .. .. 2
State Scholarships .. 7 5 .. .. .. 2

A good indicator of the scope of financial aid adminis-

tration in the colleges of Texas is the number of programs

being administered. Table XXIII lists various programs of
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financial aid and gives the various kinds of institutions

which were administering each program.

A casual observance of Table XXIII reveals that a

very high percentage of financial aid administrators were

involved in a wide range of programs of financial assistance

to students. A 100 per cent involvement was only reported

in the National Direct Student Loan program, but participation

levels in the upper 90 per cent range were quite common.

Participation levels were generally somewhat higher in

the public sector--a notable exception being the Tuition

Equalization Grant program, which is a program designed to

assist students in the private colleges.

Another measure of the scope of financial aid adminis-

tration is the professional staff actively engaged in financial

aid work. Table XXIV reflects the number of staff members

reported by directors of financial aid in the colleges studied.

TABLE XXIV

PER CENT OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS REPORTING VARIOUS
NUMBERS OF PROFESSIONAL STAFF

ype o, Colege
Number of Staff Members ubisP rivate~ Al

None .. 13 7
1-2 26 54 42
3-4 22 17 19
5-6 21 13 16
7-8 11 4 7
9-10 5 .. 2
More than 10 16 .. 7



In view of the large number of students being served,

the number of programs being administered, and the dollar

amounts of financial aid given, it is significant to note

that 50 per cent of the financial aid offices could boast

of a professional staff of only two persons. Nearly 85 per

cent of the financial aid offices had a professional staff of

no more than 5 persons. There were fewer staff members in the

private colleges than in the public, but this no doubt

reflects the fact that private colleges were smaller than

the public colleges and therefore served fewer students

with fewer dollars to administer.

Only three financial aid directors responding to

this survey indicated that they were teaching courses--one

of these was teaching 3 semester hours and the others 6

semester hours. These were evenly distributed among small

public colleges, large public colleges, and small private

colleges.

Table XXV gives the number of students receiving

financial aid as a percent of fall enrollment in the various

categories of institutions.

More than 40 per cent of the private colleges reported

aiding a number of different students equal to 70 per cent

or more of the fall enrollment, while no public college

reported aiding more than 70 per cent. Directors in 58

per cent of the public colleges reported aiding a number of

students equal to less than 30 per cent of the fall enrollment,
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whereas only 13 per cent of private colleges reported aiding

less than 30 per cent. Schools with fewer than 5,000 enrolled

reported aiding 30 per cent or less in 23 per cent of the

cases. While no public college under 5,000 in enrollment

reported aiding more than 70 per cent of its fall enrollment,

the figure for small private colleges is 39 per cent.

TABLE XXV

NUMBER OF STUDENTS RECEIVING FINANCIAL AID AS A
PERCENTAGE OF FALL ENROLLMENT IN THE

COLLEGES OF TEXAS

Per Cent of Response
Per Cent Aided ?ubi Private

.ma Large All Small Large AT All

1 t o 1 0 % . 0.0.0.0.0. . . .. o t

11 to 20% .. 27 21 4 .. 4 12

21 to 30% 75 27 37 9 .. 8 21

31 to 40% .. 20 16 13 .. 13 14

41 to50% .. 20 16 9 . . 8 12

51 to 60% .. 7 5 4 .. 4 5

61 to 70% 25 .. 5 9 .. 8 7

71 to 80% .. .. .. 9 .. 8 5

81 to 90% .. .. .. 13 100 17 9

91 to100 .. .. .. 9 .. 8 5

Over 100% ., *, .. 9 .. 8 5

No reply .. .. .. 13 .. 13 7
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In 35 per cent of the colleges of the State, more than

50 per cent of the student body was receiving some form of

financial aid.

Table XXVI portrays the amount of financial aid per

student which was administered.

TABLE XXVI

AMOUNT OF FINANCIAL AID PER STUDENT ENROLLED
IN THE COLLEGES OF TEXAS

Per Cent Reporting
Amount Public Private

Small LargeI Al Small Large fl All

0 to $200 25 53 47 5 .. 4 23

$200 to $399 25 33 32 5 .. 4 16

$400 to $599 25 20 21 9 .. 9 14

$600 to $799 25 .. 5 26 .. 25 16

$800 to $999 .. .. .. 13 100 17 9

$1,000 to $1,199 .. .. .. 4 .. 4 2

$1,200 to $1,399 .. .. .. 4 .. 4 2

$1,400 to $1,599 .. .. .. .. ..

$1,600 to $1,799 .. .. .. 9 . ... 5

$1,800 to $1,999 .. .... 9 .. .. 5

$2,000 or more .. .. 5 .. 4 2

All public colleges responding indicated that they

provided less than $800 financal aid per student enrolled.

But, 29 per cent of the private colleges reported that they
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provided more than $800 financial aid per student enrolled.

One small private college reported that they administered

financial aid in the amount of $2,000 per student enrolled.

In the public colleges nearly 50 per cent of the aid directors

administered aid amounting to less than $200 per student

enrolled.

Table XXVII lists the actual dollar amounts of financial

aid administered in the different classifications of insti-

tutions.

TABLE XXVII

DOLLAR AMOUNTS OF FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTERED BY
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS IN THE

COLLEGES OF TEXAS

Per Cent Reporting
Amount of Aid Public Pivate All

No response 5 13 9

Less than $500,000 11 17 14

$500,000 to $999,999 11 38 26

$1,000,000 to $1,999,999 21 17 19

$2,000,000 to $2,999,999 21 .. 9

$3,000,000 to $3,999,999 16 13 14

$6,000,000 to $6,999,999 5 .. 2

$7,000,000 to $7,999,999 .. 4 2

$9,000,000 to $9,999,999 5 .. 2

Over $10,000,000 5 .. 2
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The tremendous scope of financial aid in the state of

Texas begins to come into clearer focus when Table XXVII is

studied carefully. Only 14 per cent of the aid directors

responding reported aid programs of less than one-half million

dollars in amount. More than 50 per cent of the directors

reported they were administering financial aid amounting to

more than one million dollars per year. Two institutions

reported over nine million dollars in aid, and one insti-

tution reported twelve million dollars in financial aid to

students. The total financial aid administered in the forty-

three colleges was $77,399,552.

Another measure of the scope of the work of the financial

aid director is to consider the numbers of students receiving

aid through these offices. Table XXVIII reports this infor-

mation. In the forty-three colleges from which usable question-

naires were received a total of 86,661 students were receiving

financial aid. Table XXV which gives the percentage of the

student body being served by financial aid administration

perhaps gives a better indication of the scope of financial

aid administration on the various campuses, but to complete

the picture data as to the toal number of students being

served is necessary.

The number of students being served on the various college

campuses ranges all the way from less than 300 students in

13 per cent of the small private colleges to over 4,500 in

20 per cent of the large public colleges and one private college.
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TABLE XXVIII

NUMBER OF STUDENTS RECEIVING AID THROUGH FINANCIAL
AID DIRECTORS IN THE COLLEGES OF TEXAS

Per Cent Reporting
Number Public Private

__4l LaIrge fAllSmIaf l Lar jge A All

1-299

300-599

600-899

900-1199

1200-1499

1500-1799

1800-2099

2100-2399

2400-2699

2700-2999

3000-3299

3300-3599

3600-3899

3900-4199

4200-4499

4500-up

5 0

..

50

25

7

7

7

..

7

13

13

13

13

7

20

16

5

5

."

5

11

116

16

11

5

16

13

30

26

9

4

4

4

100

4

29

25

8

4

4

4

7

16

21

7

2

2

5

5

9

5

2

9
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but 56 per cent of the aid directors were serving more than

this number of students, with the figure ranging, as mentioned

previously, to more than 4,500 students.

Another aspect of the scope of financial aid administration

which should be considered at this point is administrative cost.

Table XXIX reports administrative cost as a percentage of aid

administered.

TABLE XXIX

ADMINISTRATIVE COST RELATIVE TO AMOUNT OF FINANCIAL
AID ADMINISTERED IN THE COLLEGES OF TEXAS

er Cent Reporting
Percentage of Control andSize ofole
Administrative Public Private
CostSmall large maL arge All

No response .. 13 52 .. 33

1 to 2% 50 53 22 100 37

3 to 4% 25 13 17 .. 16

5 to 6% 25 7 .. .. 5

7 to 8% .. 7 .. .. 2

9 to 10% .. 7 4 .. 5

11 to 12% 
..... 

*.

13 to 14% .. .. ..

15% or more .. . 4 .. 2

The item on the questionnaire which

pertaining to the administrative cost of

requested

financial

information

aid admin-

istration was omitted more than any other item. It is
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possible that financial aid directors were not familiar enough

with the financial statistics of their institutions to pro-

vide this information. It could be that administrators were

reluctant to release such sensitive information.

Of the aid directors who did repsond to the item, 37 per

cent reported administrative cost of 1 to 2 per cent, and

another 16 per cent reported administrative cost of from

3 to 4 per cent. Due to such a high level of non-responses

it is unwise to make any comparisons between public and private

colleges as to administrative cost. One private college reported

an administrative cost of 15 per cent or more, but no public

college reported administrative costs of more than 10 per

cent of the financial aid provided.

Another important aspect of the cost of administering

student financial aid on campus is the administrative cost

per student served. Table XXX gives information as to

the cost per student of administering financial aid in the

colleges of Texas.

Only two respondents in this study reported a cost per

student served of less than $10, while another large public

college reported a cost of between $90 and $100 per student

served. The modal grouping for both public and private

institutions was from $21 to $30; 26 per cent of the insti-

tutions fell into this classification.
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TABLE XXX

COST PER STUDENT OF ADMINISTERING FINANCIAL AID
IN THE COLLEGES OF TEXAS

Per Cent Reporting
Cost Per Student Control and Size of College
Served Tublic Pivate

_ma Largea____ AT Sll Trg TAllI All

0 to $10 .. 13 10 .. .. .. 5

$11 to $20 .. 33 26 13 100 17 21

$21 to $30 100 13 32 22 .. 21 26

$31 to $40 .. 13 11 .. .. .. 5

$41 to $50 .. 7 5 .. .. .. 2

$51 to $60 .. .. .. 4 .. 4 2

$61 to $70 .. .. .. 4 .. 4 2

$71 to $80 --i .. .. 4 .. 4 2

$81 to $90 .. . .. .. .. .."..

$91 to $100 .. 7 5 .. .. .. 2

Question 5 has to do with participation of financial aid

directors in policy formulation on the state and federal level

and methods of such participation. TableXIX lists various

levels of participation in policy making and the percentage

of aid directors in the different types and sizes of colleges

who indicated this as the level of their participation in

policy making.
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TABLE XXXI

PARTICIPATION OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS IN POLICY
FORMULATION ON STATE AND FEDERAL LEVELS

Per Cent of Response
Degree of Contro an Size of olege
Participation PublicTPrivate

_______ Small Large A1U 11 S 1ma LurgeWAl AlI

No opportunity to
participate .. 7 5 4 .. 4 5

Little opportunity 100 13 32 35 .. 33 33

Average opportunity .. 27 21 48 .. 46 35

Much opportunity .. 47 37 9 100 13 23

Only two directors in colleges with over 5,000 enrollment

indicated that they had little opportunity to .participate in

national and state policy making concerning financial aid,

whereas twelve. directors in small colleges indicated that

they had little opportunity for such participation. Only

3 directors (13 per cent) from private colleges indicated

that they had much opportunity for participation in policy

making on state and federal levels, whereas 7 directors from

public colleges (37 per cent) indicated opportunity for much

participation.

Table XXXII lists the various methods by which financial

aid directors reported they were participating in formulating

financial aid policies on the state and federal level.
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TABLE XXXII

METHODS BY WHICH FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS IN THE STATE
OF TEXAS PARTICIPATE IN FORMULATION OF STATE

AND FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID POLICIES

Per Cent of Participation
Methods of Control and Size of College
Participation Public Private

Smal Larg AI maaT Large All All

Regional meetings
with HEW personnel 75 93 90 74 100 75 81

Letters to state
legislators 50 67 63 52 100 54 58

Professional
Association 100 93 95 74 100 75 84

Letters to
Congressmen 50 73 68 48 100 50 58

Lobbyists .. 7 5 9 .. 8 7

Advisory committee .. 20 16 9 100 13 14

Telephoning
Legislators .. 7 5 .. .. .. 2

National meetings
with HEW personnel .. 7 5 .. .. .. 2

None .. .. .. 4 .. 4 2

The predominant method by which financial aid adminis-

trators participated in formulating national and state policy

was through professional association. The second most popular

method was by means of regional meetings with HEW personnel.

A considerable number of financial aid directors had written

to state and national legislators concerning financial aid
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policies. Public college directors reported greater parti-

cipation in every area.

Question six of this study deals with the rank of the

financial aid director within the hierarchy of college admin-

istration, with remuneration of the directors, and with the

degree to which they are satisfied with present remuneration

levels.

One approach to determining rank of college adminis-

tration is to determine the number of levels of administration

between that position and the president of the institution.

Table XXXIII gives the reported number of administrative levels

between directors of financial aid and the presidents of

institutions in the State of Texas.

While 33 per cent of the directors in private colleges

were reporting to the president compared to only 5 per cent

of the directors in public institutions, it was much more

common in both public and private colleges for one level of

administration to operate between the financial aid director

and the president of the institution. In 44 per cent of cases

there was one level between aid directors and the president.

In 23 per cent of the institutions there were two levels of

administration between aid directors and the top administrator,

and in nearly 10 per cent of the colleges there were three or

more levels.
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TABLE XXXIII

PER CENT OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS REPORTING
LEVELS OF ADMINISTRATION BETWEEN FINANCIAL

AID DIRECTORS AND COLLEGE PRESIDENTS

Number of Levels Public Private All

None 5 33 21

One 53 38 44

Two 26 21 23

Three 11 4 7

Four .. 4 2

Thus, it can be seen that about two thirds of the

financial aid directors in the State were reporting to

the president or to an administrator just below him.

It should be of interest to note to whom financial aid

directors were in fact responsible. Table XXXIV reveals the

title of persons to whom Financial Aid Directors reported

they were immediately responsible.

When the data are analyzed as to the exact title of the

person to whom the aid directors were responsible, the presi-

dent assumes the ascendancy over all others, as 21 per cent

of all aid directors included were reporting to this office.

The next most popular title was Dean of Students, with

14 per cent of all aid directors reporting to this office.
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TABLE XXXIV

PER CENT OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS REPORTING THE
PERSON TO WHOM FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS

WERE IMMEDIATELY RESPONSIBLE

Official to Whom Public Private
Responsible Colleges Colleges All

President 5 33 21
Dean of Students 16 13 14
Vice President Finan-
cial Affairs 11 4 7

Vice President
Student Affairs 11 8 9

Business Manager 11 4 7
Vice President 11 5
Dean Student Ser-
vices 11.. 5

Vice President of
Administration 4 2

Financial Vice
President 5 .. 2

Dean of Admissions
and Registrar 5 .. 2

Dean Student Per-
sonnel Services 5 .. 2

Academic Dean 4 2
Vice President Stu-
dent Personnel
Services -. 4 2

Comptroller . 4 2
Associate Vice Pres-
ident Academic
Affairs 5 2
Associate Vice
President 5 2

Vice President
Business Affairs .. 4 2

Dean Student Life 5. 2
Assistant Dean .. 4 2
Vice President
Academic Affairs 5 2

If all the various titles of vice presidents are taken

together, the percentage for this office is 33 per cent;
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however this grouping brings together such diverse positions

as chief academic officer and chief fiscal officer as well

as chief student affairs officer.

Another possible indicator of the rank of financial aid

directors is other administrative positions held by these

persons. Table XXXV reflects other administrative positions

currently being held by financial aid directors.

TABLE XXXV

OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS HELD BY FINANCIAL AID
DIRECTORS IN THE STATE OF TEXAS

Per Cent Reporting
Position Pubic Private

Small Large h Sf mallLarge All All

None 75 93 90 44 .. 42 63

Director of Placement 25 7 11 17 100 21 16

Director of Admissions .. .. .. 17 .. 17 9

Director of Physical
Plant .. .. .. 4 .. 4 2

Supervisor of
College Calendar .. .. .. 4 .. 4 2

Chairman Athletic
Committee .. .. . . 4 .. 4 2

Assistant Treasurer .. .. .. 4 .. 4 2

In nearly two-thirds of the institutions responding to

the questionnaire the director of financial aid was a full
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time administrative position. The most popular joint position

was director of financial aid and placement, with 16 per cent

of the respondents indicating that this was their responsibility.

While 90 per cent of the directors in public institutions had

no other administrative responsibility, only 42 per cent

of the aid directors in private colleges stated that they

had no other administrative duties. In the private colleges

38 per cent of the participants were either in charge of

placement or admissions, while the figure for the public

colleges was 11 per cent. The directors in small public

colleges were more likely to be full time than were their

counterparts in the private colleges, but it should be

conceded that the small public colleges were a great deal

larger in enrollment than many of the private colleges.

The title of the financial aid director should shed

further light upon his rank in the college administration.

Table XXXVI lists the full title of directors of financial

aid as reported by aid directors.

The most popular title of the man in charge of financial

aid in public colleges was Director, Student Financial Aid.

If director of Financial Aids is considered to be the same

title, the figure is 68 per cent. In the private colleges

the most popular title is Director of Financial Aids. This

title and Director, Student Financial Aid takes in 58 per cent

of all respondents.
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TABLE XXXVI

PER CENT OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS IN THE STATE
OF TEXAS REPORTING HOLDING VARIOUS TITLES

Public Private All
Full Title Colleges Colleges Colleges

Director of Financial
Aids 32 33 33

Director of Placement and
Student Aid .. 8 5

Director, Student
Financial Aid 37 25 30

Director, Office of Stu-
dent Financial Aids 5 .. 2

Student Financial Aid
Officer 5 2

Financial Aid Director 8 5

Financial Aid Officer .. 8 5

Director, Financial Aid
and Placement 11 .. 5

Director, Financial Aids
and Admissions .. 4 2

Vice President for Stu
dent Financial Aid and
Placement .. 4 2

Coordinator of St~udent
Financial Aids .. 4 2

Director, Scholarships and
Financial Aid 5 .. 2

Director of Admissions .. 4 2
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Apparently the title Financial Aid Officer has nearly

passed from usage, with only two persons from the private

sector reporting this as their correct title.

In the survey, financial aid directors were asked to

rank their position in relation to several other college

administrators as well as faculty members. Table XXXVII

reports the financial aid director's perception of his

rank within the hierarchy of college administration.

TABLE XXXVII

RANK OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS AS COMPARED WITH
OTHER COLLEGE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS

Per Cent Reporting
My Position My Position My Position

Position Is Above Is Equal Is Below
F[Ti Piat7e Public Private Puiire ic Private

President .. .. .. .. 100 100
Academic Dean .. .. 16 17 84 83
Registrar .. 13 68 58 32 29
Business Manager .. 4 53 29 47 63
Dean of Students .. 13 32 46 74 42
Director/Dean of
Admissions 11 17 42 58 42 25
Assistant to
President .. 13 26 13 63 58
Director Student
Activities 26 25 53 42 21 29
Director of
Counseling 11 33 79 42 11 17
Chairman of Aca-
demic Department 11 17 47 25 42 54
Faculty Member 68 42 .. 38 16 29

No financial aid director perceived that his rank in

college administration was equal to or above that of the

president of his institution. No aid director ranked himself
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above the academic dean, but a little more than 15 per cent

of those responding to the questionnaire ranked their position

on a par with the academic dean.

Great disparity may be observed between the public and

private sector in the comparative rank of the aid director

with the Business Manager and Dean of Students. In the

case of the former, aid directors in the private sector

were much more inclined to rank themselves below this position,

and in the case of the latter aid directors in the public

colleges were far more likely to rank themselves below this

position. A point system was devised where each position

was assigned three points for each aid director who indicated

that his position was below that position, two points for each

aid director who indicated that his position was equal to

that position and one point for each aid director who indicated

that his position was above that position. On this basis

the following ranking emerges:

President
Academic Dean
Dean of Students
Business Manager
Chairman of Academic Department
Assistant to President
Registrar
Director/Dean of Admissions
Director of Student Activities
Director of Counseling
Faculty Member

In the private colleges 79 per cent of the aid directors

ranked their position equal to or above faculty members,

75 per cent ranked themselves equal or higher than the Director
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of Counseling, 67 per cent ranked themselves equal to or

higher than Directors of Student Activities, 75 per cent

ranked their position equal or higher than the Dean of

Admissions, and 71 per cent ranked their position equal or

above the Registrar.

These figures compare to 68 per cent of the aid directors

in the public colleges who ranked their position above that

of a faculty member, 90 per cent who ranked themselves equal

to or above the director of counseling, 79 per cent who

ranked themselves equal to or above the director of student

activities, and 53 per cent who ranked their position equal

to or above the Dean/Director of Admissions.

It is very difficult to pinpoint any specific rank in

the college hierarchy for the director of financial aid.

It would appear, however, that this position is somewhat on

the level of that of Registrar, Dean of Admissions, Director

of Student Activities, and Director of Counseling, and that

he most often reports to a Dean or Vice President, who works

immediately under the President of the institution.

Another aspect of the rank of a position is the salary

which is paid to the person holding that position. Table XXXVIII

gives the salaries paid to Directors of Financial Aid in the

colleges of Texas for the year 1972-1973.

The median salary for the Director of Financial Aid in

the colleges of Texas for the academic year 1972-1973 was

$11,710.
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TABLE XXXVIII

SALARIES OF DIRECTORS OF FINANCIAL AID IN COLLEGES
OF TEXAS FOR THE YEAR 1972-1973

Per Cent Reporting
Control an Size o ollege

Salary Public Private
Smal Large All mall Large All All

No response .. 7 5 .. .. .. 2

Under $8,000 25 .. 5 13 .. 13 9

$8,000 to $9,999 25 .. 5 44 .. 42 26

$10,000 to $11,999 25 27 26 9 .. 8 16

$12,000 to $13,999 .. 47 37 26 .. 25 30

$14,000 to $15,999 25 .. 5 9 .. 8 7

$16,000 to $17,999 .. 20 16 .. .. .. 7

$18,000 to $19,999 .. .. .. .. 100 4 2

$20,000 and above .. .. ... 0..

The modal salary was $13,000,

$11,619. The median salary for al

and the mean salary was

1 public colleges was

$12,570; while the median salary for all private colleges was

$9,800. The median salary for aid directors in colleges with

under 5,000 students enrolled was $9,819, whereas the median

salary in colleges with 5,000 or more students enrolled was

$13,700. The median salary for public colleges with under

5,000 enrolled was $10,000; for private colleges with under

5,000 enrolled it was $9,600.

There appears to be a significant difference'between

the salaries of financial aid directors in public as compared
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with private colleges and in colleges with under 5,000 students

enrolled as compared with colleges with 5,000 or more students

enrolled.

No financial aid director in a large public college

reported a salary of less than $10,000, but 50 per cent

of the directors in small public colleges reported a salary

of less than $10,000, and 57 per cent of the directors in small

private colleges reported salaries of less than $10,000.

Question seven was: "To what extent will financial aid

directors exhibit job satisfaction? Will any difference be

found between the job satisfaction of the aid director in

public colleges when compared with private colleges?"

The matter of satisfaction with salary is placed here

rather than in the discussion of Question six, as it would

seem to relate more closely to job satisfaction. Table XXXIX

gives the percentage of aid directors at various salary levels

who indicated satisfaction with their present salaries.

Table XXXIX reveals that of the financial aid directors

who were paid less than $8,000, 25 per cent felt that this

salary was adequate and fair. Of those who received $8,000

to $9,999, 46 per cent were satisfied with this salary, and

of those in the $10,000 to $11,999 bracket, 57 per cent were

satisfied. This was the highest percentage for any salary

level.
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TABLE XXXIX

SATISFACTION WITH PRESENT SALARY LEVEL BY AID
DIRECTORS IN THE STATE OF TEXAS

Per Cent Who Expressed Satisfaction
Salary Range Type of Control

Pub iTc ~ Private A______________IIIII MIM~

Under $8,000 .. 33 25

$8,000 to $9,999 .. 50 46

$10,000 to $11,999 40 100 57

$12,000 to $13,999 29 60 42

$14,000 to $15,999 100 .. 50

$16,000 to $17,999 50 .. 50

$18,000 to $19,999 .

Of the financial aid directors in the public colleges

at the various salary levels 32 per cent were satisfied with

their present salary--a salary which ranged from $10,000 to

$17,999. Of those in the private sector 46 per cent were

satisfied with their salary, which ranged from less than

$8,000 to $13,999. Thus, it may be said that a greater

percentage of financial aid directors in private colleges

felt that their remuneration was adequate and fair than did

those in the public colleges, in spite of the fact that

salaries in the private colleges were lower.

Table XL gives the reaction of financial aid directors

to certain questions relative to their job satisfaction.
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Responses to various statements pertaining to financial

aid indicate that financial aid directors possess a high degree

of job satisfaction. Nearly three-fourths of the aid directors

believed that financial aid administration had achieved the

status of a profession. Nearly 100 per cent of the directors

felt that financial aid administration merits consideration

as a life-long career and that they were generally satisfied

with financial aid administration.

Very little difference can be detected between the job

satisfaction of the directors in the public colleges as com-

pared with the directors in the public colleges. Of the

directors in private colleges 12 per cent were not satisfied

with college administration compared with 5 per cent of

those in public colleges; but overall there seems to be strong

agreement as to the merit of financial aid administration as

a career.

Question eight was: "What is the attitude of financial

aid administrators toward providing financial aid to insti-

tutions by means of providing additional financial aid to

students? Will there be any difference in attitude between

the directors working in public colleges from those working

in private colleges?" Financial aid directors are in a unique

position to reply to this issue. Table XLI gives the reaction

of financial aid directors to the concept of providing

financial aid to institutions through the avenue of increased

financial aid to students.
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The question as to whether or not strengthening educational

institutions is a major concern of financial aid administration

is closely related to the question of providing such aid by

means of increased financial aid to students.

Financial aid directors in the public colleges have a

considerable amount of ambivalence toward assiting colleges

by aiding students, as exactly the same number of directors

strongly agreed with the statement as the number who strongly

disagreed; and exactly the same number moderately disagreed

as the number who moderately agreed--48 per cent on each

side of the question with the remainder undecided. Feelings

were not quite so evenly divided in the private sector, where

33 per cent strongly agreed with the statement compared to

8 per cent who strongly disagreed, and 29 per cent moderately

agreed compared to 13 per cent who moderately disagreed.

It may be said, then, that in the private sector where

the financial crisis is usually more acute and where some

channels of assistance are not open, the idea of providing

assistance to institutions through financial aid to students

has achieved a higher level of acceptance, but even here

approval is far from being unanimous.

Reaction to the statement that strengthening financial

structure of institutions is a primary goal of financial aid

administration was not quite as disparate. In the public

sector 53 per cent agreed with the concept compared to 58 per

cent in the private sector, and 42 per cent of the directors
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in public colleges disagreed with the statement compared to

34 per cent in the private colleges.

Question nine was: "What is the attitude of financial aid

directors toward charging students the full cost of higher

education?"

A question such as this would not have been raised a

few years ago, but with the many demands for tax dollars and

the escalating cost of higher education, some economists

and those in legislative halls are now proposing that students

are the ones who benefit most from higher education; therefore

they should be the ones to pay (1, p. 7).

This study sought to determine the reaction of financial

aid directors to this proposal. Table XLII gives the

reaction of financial aid directors to several statements

related to this question.

It is extremely interesting to note that 37 per cent of

the aid directors in public colleges and 30 per cent of those

in private colleges agreed that students should be charged the

full cost of higher education. All directors in the public

colleges, however, agreed either moderately or strongly that

students and society should share in the cost of higher edu-

cation, whereas the figure for directors in private colleges

was 88 per cent.
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Only 11 per cent of the directors in the public colleges

and none in the private colleges agreed that society should

pay the full cost of higher education.

It is of interest also to observe that 22 per cent of

the aid directors in the public colleges disagreed with the

idea that every young person regardless of financial ability

should be able to attend college; 8 per cent in the private

institutions also disagreed with this concept.

Very little difference is discernible between the atti-

tudes of directors in public colleges and attitudes in pri-

vate colleges toward the statement that students should be

charged the full cost of higher education. Directors in pub-

lic colleges were more likely to favor the statement that

society should pay the full cost of higher education. Direc-

tors in private colleges were more likely to agree with the

statement that every young person regardless of financial

ability should be able to attend college.

Question ten was: "What is the attitude of financial

aid directors toward public assistance for private higher

education?" Table XLIII gives the reaction of financial aid

directors to this matter.

Neither financial aid directors in public colleges nor

their colleagues in the private colleges were overwhelmingly

in favor of tax support for private institutions of higher

education.
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Only 5 per cent of the directors in the public sector

and 21 per cent in the private sector were strongly in favor

of such assistance; while 26 per cent in the public colleges

and 17 per cent in the private colleges expressed strong

disagreement with this proposal.

From among the public colleges 21 per cent of the aid

directors expressed either moderate or strong agreement with

the concept of providing public tax support for private

colleges, and from among the private colleges 42 per cent of

the aid directors expressed such agreement. While 42 per cent

of the aid directors in public institutions disagreed with

the proposal, the figure for private institutions was 30

per cent.

A large number of aid directors in both the private

and public institutions were undecided as to whether or not

private institutions should receive public tax support.

It is particularly noteworthy that less than 50 per

cent of the financial aid directors in private institutions

felt that private colleges should receive public tax support.

Question eleven was: "Do financial aid directors see pri-

vate colleges as being essential to the overall strength of

higher education in the State?" Responses to the statement,

"Private colleges are essential to the overall strength of

higher education in Texas," are included in Table XLIII,

page 110.
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Aid directors in private colleges were in 100 per cent

strong agreement that their colleges were essential to the

overall strength of higher education in the State. Aid direc-

tors in public institutions were not nearly so unanimous in

their approval, as. only 21 per cent strongly agreed and 42

per cent moderately agreed, while 5 per cent strongly disagreed

and Sper cent moderately disagreed. Also, in the public sec-

tor there was a considerable amount of indecision about this

statement, as 16 per cent of the directors indicated that they

were undecided and others did not respond to the question.

There was considerable difference between the responses

from the public sector and the private sector to the statement,

"Distinctions between public and private institutions are

becoming blurred by programs of public assistance to private

institutions." In the public sector 31 per cent of the respon-

dents agreed with this statement compared to only 17 per cent

from the private sector, but 75 per cent of the participants

from the private sector disagreed with the statement compared

to 21 per cent of the participants from the public sector. In

the public sector 42 per cent of the participants were undecided

about this question.

Question twelve was: "What is the attitude of financial

aid directors toward the Tuition Equalization Grant program?"

This program is designed to provide tax support to private

institutions by providing financial assistance to students to

enable them to attend the private institution.
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Table XLIII, page 110, gives the reactions of financial

aid directors to the statement, "The Tuition Equalization

Grant program has strengthened higher education in Texas."

From financial aid directors in the public colleges agree-

ment was expressed in 11 per cent of the responses. In the

private colleges 100 per cent of the respondents agreed with

the statement--83 per cent of these expressed strong agree-

ment--however, 32 per cent of the directors in public colleges

disagreed with the statement and more than half of them were

undecided.

It would appear that 42 per cent of the aid directors in

private colleges favor tax support for private higher education

in theory but 100 per cent favor such assistance in practice.

Questions twelve and thirteen refer to developments in

Federal financial aid programs which were being proposed or

had already been instituted. At the time the study was initi-

ated no funds had been allocated for the National Direct Student

Loan program. The Basic Opportunity Grants program was just

being placed into operation for the fall semester 1973 with

many of the operational procedures incomplete.

The questionnaire requested reactions to three statements

related to these programs--"The National Direct Student Loan

program has outlived its usefulness and should be discontinued,

Basic Opportunity Grants instituted in 1973 should be an

improvement over present forms of financial aid, and Loans
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on the whole are superior to grants as a form of financial

aid." Table XLIV gives the reactions of financial aid direc-

tors to these statements concerning programs of financial

assistance to students.

Strong disagreement with the discontinuance of the

National Direct Student Loan program was expressed by 96 per

cent of the aid directors in private colleges; 68 per cent of

the aid directors in public colleges were in disagreement

with the phasing out of this program, but only 47 per cent

expressed strong disagreement. In the public sector 26 per

cent of the aid directors favored the discontinuance of

this program, compared to none in the private sector.

With respect to the Basic Opportunity Grants 37 per

cent of the aid directors in public colleges agreed that this

program would be an improvement over present programs of

financial aid compared to 46 per cent of the aid directors

from private colleges. In the public colleges 32 per cent

of the aid directors disagreed with the statement compared with

37 per cent in the private colleges. Participants in the study

from public colleges were much more likely to be undecided upon

this question than were their peers in private colleges--32

per cent were undecided in the public colleges compared to 17

per cent from the private colleges. It is possible that

aid directors did not know enough about this program to form a

definite opinion at the time the study was made.
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It is readily apparent that the Basic Opportunity Grants

program was not established because of a groundswell of support

or demand from financial aid directors in the field, but

apparently was devised at the national level and put into

operation without approval or support from financial aid

directors, who should be in a position to provide a great

deal of expertise in this area.

There was a great diversity of opinions expressed as

to the superiority of loans over grants as a means of pro-

viding financial aid. In the public sector 26 per cent of

the aid directors strongly agreed that loans were superior as

compared to 32 per cent who strongly disagreed; 26 per cent

moderately agreed as compared to 16 per cent who moderately

disagreed. In other words, 52 per cent agreed that loans

were superior compared to 48 per cent who disagreed.

From the private colleges 13 per cent of the aid direc-

tors strongly agreed that loans were superior compared to

21 per cent who strongly disagreed, and 17 per cent moderately

agreed compared to 38 per cent who moderately disagreed. Or,

30 per cent of the aid directors in private colleges agreed

that loans were superior to grants compared to 59 per cent

who disagreed.

Combining this information, it is seen that 52 per cent

of the directors in public colleges favored loans over grants

as a means of financial aid to students compared to 30 per

cent of the aid directors in private colleges.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The purposes of this study were: to identify the existing

role of the financial aid director in the colleges of Texas

as perceived by financial aid directors, to identify the

desirable role of the financial aid director as perceived

by financial aid directors, to determine the academic and

experience preparation of college financial aid directors,

to measure the scope of the financial aid director's work,

to study the financial aid director's participation in formu-

lation of state and national policies and to discover atti-

tudes of financial aid directors toward certain developments

in financial aid and selected concepts of financial aid.

A series of research questions was formulated to carry

out the purposes of the study. The questions are summarized

below:

1. What is the existing role of the financial
aid director in the colleges of Texas as
perceived by financial aid directors?
Does this role differ between public and
private colleges or bet ween small and
large colleges?

2. What do financial aid directors perceive
as their proper role?

3. What is the preparation of financial aid
directors?

118
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4. What is the scope of the financial aid
director's work?

5. What is the extent of financial aid direc-
tor's participation in formulating financial
aid policies on the state and federal level?

6. What is the rank of the financial aid direc-
tor in the administrative organization of
the colleges?

7. To what extent do financial aid directors
exhibit job satisfaction?

8. What is the attitude of financial aid admin-
istrators toward providing financial aid to
institutions by means of increasing financial
aid to students?

9. What is the attitude of financial aid directors
toward charging students the full cost of
higher education?

10. What is the attitude of financial aid directors
toward public assistance for private higher
education?

11. Do aid directors perceive that private colleges
are essential to overall strength of higher
education in this state?

12. What is the attitude of financial aid directors
toward the Tuition Equalization Grant program?

13. What is the attitude of financial aid directors
toward discontinuing National Direct Student
Loans?

14. What is the attitude of financial aid directors
toward the Basic Opportunity Grants program
instituted in 1973 and the superiority of loans
to grants as a form of financial aid?

In seeking to determine the perceived role of financial

aid director as it now exists financial aid directors were asked

to indicate the portion of their time which they spent on a

yearly basis in activities which they perceived to be of a
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counseling nature, an administrative nature, a promotional

nature, or a clerical nature.

Tabulation of data revealed that no financial aid direc-

tor spent less than 10 per cent of his time in activities

which he classified as counseling, and no director spent more

than 70 per cent of his time in such activities. The modal

category (which included 54 per cent of the responses) was 31

to 50 per cent.

Analysis of data revealed that financial aid directors

in private colleges spent a greater percentage of their time

in duties they thought of as counseling that did the direc-

tors in public colleges, and that directors in small public

colleges also spent more time in counseling than did their peers

in the larger public colleges.

There was a wide range of responses as to the percentage

of time spent in administrative duties, with 5 per cent of the

respondents reporting spending less than 10 per cent of

their time in administrative duties and 23 per cent reporting

over 70 per cent involvement in administrative chores. The

largest group was composed of those who spent from 31 to 50

per cent of their time in administrative duties (28 per cent);

but 26 per cent reported that they spent 10 to 30 per cent of

their time in such duties, and 19 per cent reported 51 to 70

per cent involvement. Aid directors in private colleges per-

ceived that they spent more time in administrative duties than
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did the directors in public colleges, as 46 per cent of the

directors in private colleges reported giving more than 50

per cent of their time to administrative duties compared to 37

per cent in the public colleges. It was found that 50 per

cent of financial aid directors in small public colleges reported

spending more than 50 per cent of their time in administrative

duties compared to 33 per cent in the large public colleges.

Aid directors were involved to a much lesser extent in

promotional activities,as indicated by the fact that 59 per

cent of the respondents reported less than 10 per cent of

their time in such activities; no director reported over 50

per cent of his time being so occupied, and only 5 per cent

reported more than 30 per cent of their time allocated to

promotional work. Public college representatives were more

involved in promotions than were those in private colleges,

but there was very little difference between small public and

large public representatives.

Aid directors reported spending a greater percentage of

time in clerical duties than in promotional duties, as shown

by the fact that 56 per cent responded that they spent less

than 10 per cent of their time in clerical duties; and 9

per cent reported that they spent more than 50 per cent of

their time in clerical duties. Of public college directors

26 per cent reported more than 10 per cent of their time spent

in clerical duties compared to 58 per cent of private college
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directors. Small public college directors reported more

than 10 per cent involvement in clerical duties in 50 per

cent of the cases compared to 20 per cent for large public

colleges.

The mean percentage of time devoted to counseling was

40 per cent; for administrative duties, 46 per cent; for

promotional duties, 12 per cent; and for clerical duties, 19

per cent.

To determine the proper roles of financial aid directors

as perceived by them aid directors were asked to report the

percentage of time which they felt should be devoted to various

roles. In response 40 per cent stated that 51 to 70 per cent

of their time should be spent in counseling. Of the directors

in public colleges 37 per cent felt that more than 50 per cent

of their time should be spent in counseling compared to 46 per

cent in the private colleges. Of the directors in small public

colleges 75 per cent believed that more than 50 per cent of

their time should be spent in counseling compared to 27 per

cent in the large public colleges. The mean percentage for

all respondents was 45 per cent compared to 40 per cent found

as the present mean percentage.

In response to the question as to the percentage of the

aid director's time which should be spent in administrative

duties 28 per cent reported that between 31 and 50 per cent of

their time should be so spent. Private college directors
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felt that a greater percentage of time should be spent in

administrative duties than did the public college directors,

and small public college directors felt that more time should

be spent in administration than did large public college

directors. The mean percentage of time presently being

devoted to administration was 46 per cent compared to a mean

of 51 per cent which the financial aid directors viewed as

the ideal.

When the data are studied from the standpoint of the

ideal role of the financial aid director as perceived by

financial aid directors, it is apparent that promotional

duties are viewed as being much less important than either

counseling or administrative duties.

No respondent indicated that more than 50 per cent of

his time should be allocated to the promotional role, while,

on the other hand, 84 per cent of the group felt that less than

30 per cent of their time should be given to promotional duty.

Nearly one-third of this group reported that less than 10

per cent of their time should be given to promotional duties.

It is significant to note that 25 per cent of the direc-

tors in small public colleges and 20 per cent of the direc-

tors in large public colleges compared to 4 per cent in private

colleges stipulated that more than 30 per cent of a director's

time should be devoted to a promotional role. This is par-

ticularly noteworthy in view of a reported financial crisis

which supposedly has hit private institutions harder than others.
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The mean percentage of time being given to the promotional

role at the present time as perceived by financial aid directors

was 12 per cent; however, directors perceived that theideal

role of financial aid director would be to allocate 17 per cent

of his time to promotional work.

Of the four roles included in this study financial aid

directors assigned the least importance to the clerical role.

Three-fourths of all respondents believed that less than 10

per cent of an aid director's time should be spent in clerical

duties, and no respondent reported that more than 30 per cent

of his time should be allocated to clerical duties; however

21 per cent of all respondents perceived that from 10 to 30

per cent of their time should be spent in clerical duties.

Directors in private colleges attached more importance

to clerical work than did their peers in public colleges, and

directors in small public colleges attached more significance

to this role than did their counterparts in the large public

colleges. In fact, 93 per cent of directors in large public

colleges felt that less than 10 per cent of their time should

be given to clerical duties.

The mean percentage of time presently being given to

clerical duties as perceived by financial aid directors was 19

per cent. On the other hand the mean percentage of time that

should be given to clerical duties as perceived by financial

aid directors was 8 per cent.
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This study of the perceived role of the financial aid

director in the colleges of Texas reveals that financial aid

directors perceive their role to be predominantly that of

counselor and administrator, with approximately 40 per cent

of their time given to counseling and 46 per cent given to

administration. Though the promotional and clerical roles

are of lesser importance in the perception of financial aid

directors, they indicated that approximately 12 per cent of

their time was given to promotional duties and about 19 per

cent to clerical responsibilities.

Also, financial aid directors perceive that ideally

their role should be composed of approximately 45 per cent

counseling, 51 per cent administration, 17 per cent promotions

and about 8 per cent clerical. In other words, more time

should be devoted to counseling, administration, and promotions,

but less time to clerical duties.

In answer to Question three regarding preparation this study

shows that more than one-half of financial aid directors in

the State hold no more than a bachelor's degree, with 63 per

cent of respondents from private colleges indicating this

as the highest degree held and 42 per cent from public colleges.

A Master's Degree was held by 42 per cent of the directors

participating in this study, but no participant reported

holding a doctoral degree. Directors in public colleges

were more likely to hold the Master's Degree than were those
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in private colleges. Also, directors in large colleges were

more likely to hold this degree than were those in the small

colleges.

Study of various areas of academic preparation is per-

haps as revealing as consideration of degrees held. It

should be noted that although financial aid directors per-

ceived that approximately 45 per cent of their time should

be given to counseling, 44 per cent of the directors had

received no formal training in the area of counseling and

only 16 per cent of the respondents reported having received

more than 12 semester hours of training in this field.

It is also interesting to note that while aid directors

perceived that approximately 51 per cent of their time should

be given to administration, 67 per cent of the respondents

reported no academic preparation in college administration,

and only 9 per cent reported more than 12 semester hours of

preparation in this field. It should be stated, however,

that 44 per cent of the respondents did report more than 12

semester hours of preparation in business administration, and

14 per cent had more than 12 semester hours of educational

administration.

While aid directors perceived that 17 per cent of their

time should be given to promotional duties, only 5 per cent

reported more than 12 semester hours in this field and 58

per cent reported no formal training in the field.
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Generally speaking, aid directors did not find academic

preparation helpful in their work, as 42 per cent reported on

the questionnaire that none of the areas of academic study

listed was helpful. Of those who responded to the question-

naire, 30 per cent found business administration to be helpful

in their work, and 16 per cent found counseling to be bene-

ficial. Aid directors seemed to rely heavily upon common

sense and experience as preparation for their work.

No particular pattern of previous experience was revealed

by this study. When all respondents are considered together

42 per cent reported previous experience in college adminis-

tration, with 14 per cent reporting 10 years or more of such

experience. Of private college directors 22 per cent reported

more than 10 years of previous experience in college adminis-

tration compared to 7 per cent in public colleges. From the

public sector 20 per cent of the large public college direc-

tors reported 10 or more years of military service, whereas

none of the small public college directors or private college

directors reported more than six years of military service.

Aid directors come from varied backgrounds, including

college administration, private business, military service,

civil service, the Clergy, public schools, and other areas;

but none of these areas of experience stands out from the rest.

Aid directors do not have long tenure in their present

positions--only five per cent have 10 or more years of ser-

vice. The modal category in length of service is one to
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three years. This encompasses 49 per cent of all responses--

58 per cent of private college directors and 37 per cent of

public college directors. This short tenure may be explained

in part by the fact that financial aid administration is

relatively new as a distinct area of administration.

In answer to Question Four concerning the scope of the direc-

tors work, it was found that a wide range of financial aid

programs was being administered in this State. Eighteen

different kinds of financial aid programs were being adminis-

tered. Only one program, the National Direct Student Loan,

was being administered in 100 per cent of the institutions

reporting; however, percentages of 95, 96, and 98, were

prominent in relationship to other aid programs. No doubt

each of the categories listed in the study would include the

possibility of several distinct aid programs.

More than 40 per cent of the private colleges reported

the number of students aided was equal to 70 per cent or more

of fall enrollment, while 26 per cent of the public colleges

reported aiding more than 40 per cent of their fall enrollment.

Total number of students aided by various colleges ranged

from less than 300 (7 per cent of respondents) to more than

4,500 (9 per cent of respondents). The modal category was

600 to 899 students, which encompassed 21 per cent of the

institutions. The mean of number of students served was 2,015.

Professional staffs assigned to financial aid adminis-

tration ranged from zero to more than 10 with the modal staff

being two professional persons.
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Dollar amounts of aid ranged from less than $500,000 (14

per cent of responses) to over $10,000,000 (2 per cent of

responses). The mean of dollar amounts of aid administered

was $1,984,604. Total amount of aid administered as reported

in the questionnaire was $77,399,552. Total number of students

assisted was 86,661.

Question five of this study sought to determine the degree

to which financial aid directors participate in national and

state policy-making pertaining to financial aid and the

methods of such participation.

Only 2 per cent of the respondents indicated that they

had no opportunity to participate in national and state

policy-making, but one-third of both private and public

college financial aid directors reported little opportunity

for such participation, with another 35 per cent reporting

average opportunity, and 23 per cent reporting much opportunity.

Directors in public colleges had more opportunity for parti-

cipation in policy formulation, as 37 per cent reported much

opportunity from the public sector, but 13 per cent from the

private sector.

Participation in professional associations was reported

to be the most prevalent method of participation in policy

formulation, with 84 per cent of respondents indicating

participation in this manner. Regional meetings with Health

Education and Welfare Department personnel was listed by 81
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per cent of respondents as a method of such participation,

along with 58 per cent who reported writing letters to

Congressmen and to State legislators.

Question six of the study sought to determine the rank of

the financial aid director within the hierarchy of college

administration. While one-third of the aid directors in

private colleges were reporting to the president of their

institution, only 5 per cent of directors in public colleges

reported to this level of administration. The most common

arrangement was for the financial aid director to report to

an administrator one level below the president. This was the

arrangement in 44 per cent of the responding institutions,

but in 23 per cent of the institutions there were two levels

of administration between the financial aid director and the

president, and 9 per cent reported three or four levels of

administration between them and the president.

The most popular title of the administrator of financial

aid was Director of Financial Aids or Director, Student

Financial Aid--these include 63 per cent of responding insti-

tutions.

It appears that financial aid directors perceive of

themselves as ranking below the president, academic dean,

dean of students, assistant to the president, and business

manager; about equal to the registrar, director of student

activities, director of counseling, and chairman of academic

departments; and above faculty members.
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The median salary for the director of financial aid in

the colleges of Texas for the academic years 1972-1973 was

$11,710. Salaries in public colleges were larger than in

private colleges and salaries were also larger in large

colleges as compared to small colleges. Aid directors tended

to be discontented with their salaries, as 25 per cent of

those making less than $8,000 yearly were satisfied and only

50 per cent of those making $16,000 to $18,000 expressed the

feeling that they were satisfied and felt their salary was

fair.

Question seven dealt with job satisfaction. On the whole

financial aid directors expressed a rather high level of

job satisfaction. Almost three-fourths of the aid directors

expressed the feeling that financial aid administration had

achieved the status of a profession, and there was near-unanimous

opinion that financial aid administration deserved consideration

as a life-long career. A general satisfaction with financial

aid administration was noted. No significant difference

was found between the job satisfaction in the public as

compared to the private colleges or in the small colleges

as compared to the large colleges.

Question eight of this study sought to determine the

reaction of financial aid directors to providing financial

support to collegiate institutions by increasing financial

aid to students.

w2mblar.13MMMEM6,
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In the public sector opinion was almost evenly divided

between approval and disapproval of this concept, but in

the private sector there was more support of the idea,

with 33 per cent strongly agreeing and 8 per cent strongly

disagreeing and 29 per cent moderately agreeing compared to

13 per cent moderately disagreeing. As pointed out previously,

the high level of approval in private colleges may be due

to the fact that other channels of assistance are not open

to private colleges.

Question nine sought to discover what the attitude of

financial aid directors was toward charging students the

full cost of higher education.

It is worthy of note that 37 per cent of the aid

directors in public colleges and 30 per cent of those in

private colleges supported this concept. On the other hand,

there was strong feeling in the public colleges and private

colleges that students and society should share in the cost

of higher education. There was considerable feeling in the

public colleges that not every young person should be per-

mitted to attend college.

Question Ten deals with public support for private

institutions of higher education.

There was not consensus among financial aid directors as

to the matter of public assistance for private institutions

of higher learning--32 per cent of respondents from public

colleges and 21 per cent of those from private colleges were
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undecided. Fewer than 50 per cent of financial aid directors

in private colleges felt that their institutions should

receive public tax support. In answer to Question Eleven,

however, these aid directors were in unanimous agreement that

private institutions were essential to the overall strength

of higher education in the State. In the public colleges 63

per cent of the directors agreed that private institutions

were essential, but of these 31 per cent believed that

distinctions between public and private institutions were

becoming blurred.

The best known program of providing tax support for

private institutions is the Tuition Equalization Grant

program, referred to in Question Twelve. Directors in pri-

vate colleges agreed 100 per cent with the statement that this

program had strengthened higher education in the state,

but 32 per cent of the directors in public colleges disagreed

with the statement and more than half of these directors

were undecided.

In answer to Question Thirteen, directors in private

colleges were nearly unanimous in opposing the phasing out of

the National Direct Student Loan program, and 68 per cent of

the directors in public colleges opposed such a move.

In response to Question Fourteen, in the private colleges

46 per cent of the directors believed that Basic Opportunity

Grants would be an improvement over present forms of

financial aid, and 37 per cent of the directors in public

colleges agreed.
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As to the superiority of loans over grants as a means

of financial aid 30 per cent of the directors in private

colleges agreed as compared to 53 per cent of directors in

public colleges. On the other hand 59 per cent of directors

in private colleges and 48 per cent of the directors in public

colleges disagreed that loans were superior to grants.

Conclusions

1. Financial aid directors in the colleges of Texas

perceive of their role as being nearly equally divided between

administration and counseling. The clerical role is of much

less importance and the promotional role of still less impor-

tance. Aid directors in private colleges give more time to

counseling, administration, and clerical duties than do

directors in public colleges, while aid directors in public

colleges are more involved in promotional activities. It

may prove difficult at times for the aid director to differ-

entiate between counseling and promotional activity as he talks

with prospective students, however.

2. The ideal role of financial aid director as perceived

by financial aid directors is nearly equally divided between

administration and counseling, with promotions being given

third consideration and clerical duties being of least sig-

nificance. Private college representatives perceive that

counseling, administration, and clerical duties should receive

more attention than do the public college representatives.
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Public college directors assign more importance to public

relations activities.

3. There is a significant difference between the per-

ceived role of financial aid director in the colleges of

Texas as it now exists and the ideal role of financial aid

director as perceived by financial aid directors. Aid direc-

tors in both public and private colleges feel that they should

devote more time to counseling and administration. Aid direc-

tors in public colleges wish to devote more time to promotional

work than they are presently able to do; and directors in

both public and private colleges would like to spend less

time in clerical duties.

4. It appears that financial aid directors are not being

utilized to the full extent possible in the formulation of

financial aid policies on the local level. Aid directors in

public colleges feel that they have more opportunity to par-

ticipate in policy formulation than do the private college

directors.

5. A Bachelor's Degree is typically all that is required

in the way of academic preparation for appointment as a

financial aid director, however many directors in Texas do

hold the Master's Degree. Aid directors in public colleges

are more likely to hold the Master's Degree.

6. Aid directors have little specific academic training

for their perceived roles in counseling, administration, pro-

motions or clerical work. Aid directors in public colleges
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are more likely to have acquired a minimum of twelve semester

hours in counseling or administration.

7. Aid directors do not feel that academic preparation

was particularly helpful to them in their present work.

8. Aid directors in the State do not have long tenure

in their present positions. More than half of them have less

than three years tenure in their present positions.

9. The scope of the financial aid director's work is

large in terms of the number of different programs being

administered, number of students being served, dollar amounts

of aid being distributed, and percentage of student body

being served. The scope of his work establishes the director

of financial aid as one of the most important administrators

on campus.

10. Financial aid directors participate in formulating

national and state policies pertaining to financial aid in

a limited manner through their professional organizations

and through regional meetings with Health, Education and

Welfare Department personnel.

11. Typically the financial aid director in the colleges

of Texas is of about equal rank with the registrar, director

of counseling and chairmen of academic departments. He

usually reports to a vice president or dean, but may report

directly to the president.

12. Financial aid directors in both public and private

colleges exhibit a high degree of satisfaction with their work.
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13. While directors in public colleges were nearly

evenly divided on the matter of supporting institutions

through increased financial aid to students, aid directors

in private colleges tend to support this concept.

14. There is considerable feeling among financial aid

directors that students should bear the full cost of higher

education.

15. Financial aid directors do not feel that private

institutions of higher education should receive public tax

support. There is more support for this concept in the

private sector than in the public, however. Financial aid

directors do feel that private higher education is essential

to the overall strength of higher education in the state.

Directors in private colleges favor the Tuition Equalization

Grant program, but directors in public colleges are largely

undecided or opposed to this program.

16. Financial aid directors are opposed to the phasing

out of the National Direct Sudent Loan program, but many

approve of the Basic Opportunity Grants.

17. There is much disagreement as to the superiority

of loans over grants as a form of financial aid.

Recommendations

1. Financial aid directors, particularly in the private

sector, should give more consideration to their promotional

role in such areas as seeking new sources of funds and in-

forming prospective students of financial aid available.
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2. Financial aid directors should be less involved in

clerical duties. Professional salaries will not long be

awarded to those heavily involved in clerical details. Addi-

tional staff members may be necessitated to facilitate this

transition.

3. Financial aid directors should meet regularly with

other members of the counseling staff.

4. The expertise of the financial aid director should

be more fully utilized in formulating local financial aid

policies. Financial aid directors should assume a more

dynamic posture in local policy formulation. No administrator

is in a better position to guide financial aid policies.

5. Financial aid directors need to be more involved in

institutional budget construction.

6. Some form of certification or licensure for financial

aid administration seems desirable. In view of the strategic

nature of financial aid administration, it seems inadvisable

to simply reward a faithful employee of many years by making

him director of financial aid or to accept a retired civil

servant, military man, or clergyman without requisite qualifi-

cations. A terminal degree with a major in college adminis-

tration and specialized courses in counseling and financial

aid administration or a major in student personnel services

would seem highly desirable.

7. Greater input from financial aid directors, parti-

cularly from the small colleges, is needed in formulating
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national and state financial aid policies. Since state and

federal agencies provide a predominant part of the funds

available for financial aid, it seems imperative that pro-

fessional persons in the field should have every opportunity

to contribute their knowledge and experience to formulating

new and better programs of financial aid.

8. Since administration of financial aid is so crucial

to the success of a college--particularly a small private

college--the financial aid director should report directly

to the president of the institution. Costs continue to

escalate. Direct assistance to private institutions may evoke

displeasure from the courts. Therefore, if private colleges

are to survive, students must be recruited; and they must be

assisted to pay ever-increasing tuition and fees. This is a

great challenge for college financial aid directors, and they

should have the status and responsibility of reporting directly

to a college president.

9. The director of financial aid should be able to give

his full time to that position.

10. Aid directors should be paid a salary in keeping

with other top level administrators and in keeping with

the importance of their position regardless of the sex of

the director.

11. Caution and much more study is needed before

moving too far in the direction of strengthening institutions

by increasing aid to students.
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12. Universities involved in training of college admin-

istrators need to design programs for the preparation of

college financial aid directors.

Implications for Further Study

1. Additional research is needed in order to further

delineate the role of directors of financial aid as per-

ceived by boards of control; other members of college admin-

istrations, such as presidents, vice presidents, deans of

students, and others; students; and the general public. This

study was confined to the role of the financial aid director

as perceived by financial aid directors. It would be signifi-

cant to compare this role to the role expectations of those

persons mentioned above.

2. Research designed to determine the perceived role of

financial aid directors on a national level should be of

value. Also, a study of the role of financial aid directors

at the junior college level would be helpful.

3. A study of the role of women in college administration

would be beneficial. There seemed to be a reluctance on the

part of female financial aid directors to participate in this

particular study. A study of female administrator's attitudes

toward research should be significant. The entire area of

the role of women in college administration should be a fertile

field for investigation.
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4. Further study is needed to determine what academic

programs are available for the training of financial aid direc-

tors. Detailed study of the actual day-by-day operations of

financial aid administration is needed in order to determine

what skills and abilities are needed to adequately perform as

a financial aid director.

5. Research is needed to establish criteria for certifi-

cation as financial aid director. If financial aid adminis-

tration is truly to become a profession, then standards for

professional certification or licensure must be developed.

At the present time it appears that there are no guidelines

as to training, experience, or ability for entry into finan-

cial aid administration.

6. Further study is required to determine organizational

structure most conducive to efficient operation of financial

aid administration. This study revealed a wide range of

organizational patterns ranging from a separate division

of financial aid responsible to the president, to location

in the division of business affairs, student affairs, or aca-

demic affairs. It seems that financial aid administration

is of such importance that it should be under close super-

vision of the president, but if this is impractical, research

is needed to determine whether more efficiency is achieved by

placing this operation in the student affairs division, in

the academic affairs division or in business affairs.
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7. Further study of the salary structure within colleges

might help to indicate why so many financial aid directors are

dissatisfied with their present salaries.

8. The concept of supporting institutions of higher

learning through increased financial aid to students is a con-

cept that opens up a pandora box of needed research. Is it

true, as some have suggested, that such assistance will

strengthen the hand of students in securing a quility educa-

tion of the kind they desire? What is the effect of such pro-

grams on institutional autonomy, institutional philosophy, or

institutional stability? Should college education be viewed

as a commodity for which the consumer should pay the full

price to the extent of incurring a lifetime indebtedness?

Is there no value accruing to society as a whole from higher

education? Can it be that state and federal governments are

grasping at straws to meet a financial crisis, rather than

responsibly rising to a challenge? Is an educational system

which has become the envy of the world now to be discarded

as too expensive?

9. Much study is needed to weigh the sociological

implications of substituting loans to students for other forms

of institutional or student assistance. What is the effect

of a $10,000 indebtedness on marital adjustment? What is

the economic impact from young families shouldering such a

heavy debt burden? How many talented leaders will be deterred

from receiving a college education by such a program?
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The entire arena of support for higher education will

no doubt receive much attention in the months and years

ahead, as our nation continues to seek for excellence in

higher education and methods of financing such excellence.
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Denison, Texas

Betty McDonald
Director of Financial Aid
University of Dallas
Irving, Texas
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APPENDIX B

First Letter to Panel of Experts

I think that you will readily agree that financial aid
administration is an area within higher education which calls
for intensive study and research. Various writers have re-
cently called attention to the tremendous impact which the
financial aid officer has upon the smooth efficient operation
of an institution of higher education.

A few years ago I was requested to assume the responsi-
bility for financial aid on this campus and learned first
hand some of the large responsibilities involved, even though
our college is not large in enrollment. While I am not now
serving in the role of financial aid administrator, I have
maintained a great interest in this field and have worked
closely with Mr. Eldon Farmer, our present Director.

At the present time I am involved in a research project
entitled '?Perceived Roles of Financial Aid Officers in the
Colleges of Texas." Dr. W. A. Miller of the Division of
Higher Education, North Texas State University, is supervising
the study. To complete the project it is necessary to develop
a suitable questionnaire to collect appropriate data for the
study. In order to establish validity for the survey instru-
ment I consulted with the Regional Office of HEW in Dallas for
assistance in selecting a panel of persons who are very know-
ledgeable in the field of financial aid administration. Your
name was suggested as a person who would be competent to assist
in establishing validity for the questionnaire.

Would you, therefore, please take a few minutes of your
valuable time to indicate in the left margin of the enclosed
questionnaire whether you think each item is valid, invalid,
or whether you are undecided as to the validity of the item.
Also, it would be greatly appreciated if you would take the
time to respond to each item on the questionnaire. You will
note that the instrument attempts to measure the role of the
financial aid officer as you perceive it to be at your insti-
tution and also as you feel it should be under ideal circum-
stances.

Your reply will be held in strict confidence; no insti-
tution or individual will be identified in the completed
report. However, I shall be happy to make the statistical
findings available to you personally and to the State Asso-
ciation, if desired. A stamped, self-addressed envelope is
enclosed for your convenience.
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APPENDIX C

Follow Up Letter to Panel

Several days ago you received a questionnaire en-
titled "Survey of Financial Aid Officers" along with a
cover letter explaining the purposes of the survey. I
feel sure that you agree that a great deal of research
needs to be done in the area of financial aid. Such
research is dependent upon the kind cooperation of pro-
fessionals in the field.

I am well aware that these are busy days for you
and your staff and that vacations take their toll during
the summer months. Also, I am aware of the multitude of
requests that come to your desk for information and responses
to questionnaires. It is possible that the questionnaire
may have simply been placed aside and has not come to your
attention.

If you do not feel that you have the time to respond
to the items giving requested data and opinion, would it
be possible for you to take just a very few minutes to
indicate in the left margin of the instrument whether you
think each item is valid for inclusion in the study, invalid
or that you are unable to decide. This would not require a
great deal of your time and would enable me to proceed with
the research project.

Thank you very much for your assistance.

Cordially yours,
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APPENDIX D

SURVEY OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS

Age:

Marital Status: M, __S Sex:

Full Title of your position:

Name of Institution:

Enrollment of institution in fall semester 1972:

What is your salary for the
Under $8,000
$8,00oo0 to $9,999
$12,000 to $11,999

~$2,o0o to $13,999

academic year 1972-1973?
$14,000 to $15,999

~$16,000 to $17,999
$18,000 to $19,999
$20,000 and above

Do you feel that your salary is adequate and fair? __Yes, No

To- whom are you immediately responsible?

How many levels of administration are between you and the
president of your institution?

What is the highest academic degree which you now hold?
no degree, _bachelors degree, masters degree,
doctoral degree, _other, please specify

How long have you held your present position?

What positions have you held since college
to becoming Financial Aid Director?
Position Company or College

graduation prior

From To

How many professional financial aids staff members
to your office? Number of full time persons
part time persons .___

are assigned
Number of

What was the total amount of financial aids administered by
your office during 1972-1973? y(please include
institutional and non-institutional funds, and part time studentemployment if a dninistere d by your office.

What was the total budgeted revenue educationall and general)
for your institution for 1972-1973?
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What types of aid were administered?
Institutional scholarships College Work-Study
Institutional work jobs ~Educational opportunity
Institutional loans ~grants
Guaranteed loan program National Defense Loans

~Nursing scholarships ~~~Nursing loans
rTEG and other State grants ~State loans
GI Bill ~other, please list

What other offices, if any, are administering financial aid on
your campus? Please list office and give type of aid.

How many different students received financial aid through
your office during the year 1972-1973?

Do you perform administrative duties in areas other than finan-
cial aids on a regular basis? Yes, No. If yes, what
additional duties do you perform~ ~~~

On a yearly basis what per cent of your time is spent on
financial aid matters? 70% or more, 50% or more,

less than 50%

Did you teach any classes during the 1972-1973 academic year?
Yes, _No. If yes, what courses did you teach?

How many
credit hours did you teach?

What was the cost of administering financial aid on your campus
for the year 1972-1973?

How many semester hours of college have you had in the area
of counseling? in college administration? , in law?
in business adiiiniistration or accounting? ,in educational
administration?_, in public relations? T

Which of- these areas did you find most helpful in your present
assignment?

How would you classify your opportunities to participate in
establishing financial aid policies on the state and federal
level? no opportunity, little opportunity, average
opportunity, __much opportunity. ge
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In what way have you participated in
federal policies for financial aid?

through regional meetings with
11EW personnel
through letters to state
legislators
through professional association

establishing state and

through letters to
Congressmen
through lobbyists

other, please specify

In your opinion how does the level of your administrative
responsibility compare with the holders of 'he following
positions in your institution?

Faculty member
Chairman of Academic Department
President
Academic Dean
Registrar
Business Manager
Dean of Students
Director/Dean of Admissions
Assistant to the President
Director of Student Activities
Director of Counseling

My position About My position
is above Equal is below

On an annual basis what percent of your time is spent in
activities which you would classify as counseling? less
than 10%, 11 to 30%, 31 to 50%, 51 to 70% more
than 70%. ~~ ~~~~

What percent of your time do you feel should be spent in
counseling duties? less than 10%, 10 to 30%, 31 to
50%, __51 to 70%, more than 70%.

Do you or a professional associate interview every applicant
for financial aid? yes, ___No.

Should every applicant for financial aid receive a personal
interview if time permits? Yes, __No.

Do you reserve a certain portion of each day for appointments
with students? ___yes, __No.

Should the financial aid director reserve a certain portion
of each day for interviews with students? Yes, __No.

Do students seem to feel free to discuss problems other than
financial need with you? ___Yes, __No.

Should students discuss problems other than financial need
with the financial aid director? Yes, No.
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Do you discuss financial problems with students and their
parents on a regular basis? Yes, No.

Should the financial aid director discuss financial problems
and need with students and their parents? Yes, No.

Do you feel free to make referrals of students with special
needs to other members of the counseling staff? Yes, No.

Should the financial aid director make referrals to other
members of the counseling staff? __Yes, _No.

Do you attempt to explain financial aid policies to high
school counselors in your area? Yes, No.

Should the financial aid director do so? Yes, No.

Do you meet regularly with other members of the counseling
staff? Yes, __No.

Should the financial aid director meet regularly with the
counseling staff? ___Yes, __No.

How do you establish financial need for each applicant?
Outside agencies, such as ACT or CSS
Application form from this institution

'Personal interview
~Other
Combination o the above

On an annual basis what percent of your time is spent in
activities which you would classify as administrative in
nature? less than 10%, 10 to 30%, 31 to 50%,

51 to ' 1 T%, ___more than~70%.

What per cent of your time do you feel should be spent in
performing administrative duties? less than 10%,

10 to 30%, 31 to 50%, __51~t 70%, _more than 70%.

To what extent does the administration of your institution
look to you for the formulation of new financial aid policies?

not at all, to a very limited degree, to a con-
si~erable degree, to a great degree.

To what extent should the administration of your institution
look to you for the formulation of new financial aid policies?

not at all, __to a very limited extent, to a considerable
extent, to a great degree.
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In what ways do you participate in formulating financial aid
policies on your campus? recommendations to boards of
control, recommendationsto the President, recommen-
dations to the faculty, recommendations to e financial
aid committee, ___unilateral action.

In what ways do you feel you should participate in formulating
financial aid policy on your campus? recommendations to the
Boards of Control, recommendations to the President, rec-
commendations to the~Taculty, recommendations to the finan-
cial aid committee, ___unilateral action.

What is the extent of your participation in budget formulation
for your institution? none, expense budget for the
office of financial aiTY~ oveaiTl budget for financial aid
as well as office expense, participate in budget formu-
lation for the entire institution.

What should be the extent of your participation in budget
formulation? none, routine office expenses, overall
budget for financial ailT budget formulation forthe
entire college.

In what administrative division of the college is financial aid
included? business affairs, academic affairs, student
affairs, _promotions, other.

In what administrative division of the college should financial
aid ideally be included? business affairs, academic
affairs, ___student affaiFs~ ___promotions, ___ther.

Is your office responsible for the collection of student loans
granted through your office? Yes, ___No.

Should your office be responsible for the collection of student
loans granted through your office? ___Yes, ___No.

On an annual basis what per cent of your time is spent in
activities which you would classify as promotional in nature?

less than 10%, 10 to 30%, 31 to 50%, 51 to 70%,
More than 70%.

What per cent of your time do you feel should be spent in
performing promotional duties? less than 10%, 10 to 30%,

31 to 50%, 51 to 70%, ___more than 70%.

Do you personally take Dart in student recruitment activities?
Yes, No.

Do you feel that the financial aid director should take part
in student recruitment activities? Yes, No.
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Do you personally take the initiative in seeking new sources
of funds for financial aid? _Yes, No.

Should the financial aid director be expected to take the
initiative in seeking new sources of funds for financial aid?

Yes, _No.

Do you initiate news releases and other forms of publicity
for the financial aid program on your campus? _Yes, _No.

Should the financial aid director be expected to release
information to news media concerning financial aid? ___Yes,

No.

Do you correspond with prospective students concerning financial
aid? __Yes, _No.

Should the financial aid director be expected to do so?
Yes, __No.

On an annual basis what per cent of your time is spent in
activities which you would classify as clerical in nature?

Less than 10%, 10 to 30%, 31 to 50%, 51 to 70%
more than 70%. ~-~

What per cent of the financial aid director's time should be
spent in performing clerical duties? less than. 10%,

10 to 30%, 31 to 50%, _51 to 7 T, ___more than 70%.

Do you personally compute the amount of financial aid needed
by students? __Yes, __No.

Should the director of financial aid personally compute the
amount of financial aid needed? __Yes, ___No.

Do you personally execute the reports required by various
governmental agencies concerning financial aid? Yes, __No.

Do you feel that the financial aid director should personally
execute the reports required by various agencies? Yes, __No.
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Please indicate the degree to which you
agree or disagree with the following 0

-H statements.
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Helping 

students 
is the primary 

goal of

financial aid administration.

Strengthening the financial structure of

the institution is a primary goal of

financial aid administration

Every young person regardless of finan-

cial ability should be able to attend

college.

Students should be charged the full cost

of higher education

Private institutions of higher education

should receive public tax support.

Private colleges are essential to the
overall strength of higher education
in Texas

Students and society should share in
the cost of higher education
Society should pay the full cost of higher
education.

The National Direct Student Loan program
hasoutlived its usefulness and should
be discontinued.

The Tuition Equalization Grant program
has strengthened higher education in
Texas.

Distinctions between public and private
higher education are becoming blurred by
programs of public assistance to
private schools.
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Institutions can best be strengthened finan-
cially by increasing aid to students.

Basic Opportunity Grants instituted in 1973
should be an improvement over present forms
of financial aid.

Loans on the whole are superior to grants as a
form of financial aid.

Financial aids administration has achieved
the status of a profession.

The challenge and reward of financial aid
administration merit consideration as adlife-
long career.

Financial aids administration requires a con-
siderable amount of special training and
experience.

I am generally satisfied with financial aid
work

I am generally satisfied with college adminis-
tration as a career.

Top administrators at this institution seem to
appreciate the importance of financial aid
administration

The work of the financial aid officer is
primarily that of a counselor

Financial aid administration is primarily
administrative in nature.

Comment:



APPENDIX E

COVER LETTER FOR QUESTIONNAIRE

June 21, 1973

No one is more keenly aware of the tremendous
expansion of responsibility and opportunity for service
on the part of the financial aid director than you. As
Director of Financial Aid for your institution you have
seen the number of programs, the expenditures, and number
of students served increase significantly within the past
few years.

The Division of Higher Education of North Texas State
University, Dr. William A. Miller, Chairman, is supervising
this study of the role of the financial aid director in
higher education in the State of Texas. Research findings
should further point up the importance of the position which
you fill, the qualifications which you possess to aid in
establishing local and national policies, and will serve to
enhance the professional stature of financial aid adminis-
tration in the State.

You can contribute significantly to this effort by
taking just a few minutes to fill out the enclosed question-
naire and returning it to me in the enclosed self-addressed
envelope. Replies will be held in strict confidence. No
person or college will be identified in the completed study.

Sin cere ly,
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APPENDIX F

SURVEY OF FINANCIAL AID DIRECTORS

Name: _Age:

Marital Status: M, S Sex: M, F

Full Title of your position:

Name of Institution:

Enrollment of institution in fall semester 1972:

What is your salary for the academic year 1972-1973?
Under $8,000 $14,000 to $15,999
$8,000 to $9,999 $16,000 to $17,999
$10,000 to $11,999 $18,000 to $19,999

-$12,000 to $13,999 _$20,000 and above

Do you feel that your salary is adequate and fair? Yes, No

To whom are you immediately responsible?

How many levels of administration are between you and the
president of your institution?

What is the highest academic degree which you now hold?
no degree, bachelors degree, masters degree,

doctoral degree, other, please specify

How long have you held your present position?

What positions have you held since college graduation prior
to becoming Financial Aid Director?
Position Company or College From To

How many professional financial aids staff members are assigned
to your office? Number of full time persons . Number of
part time persons

What was the total amount of financial aids administered by
your office during 1972-1973? (Please include
institutional and non-institutionsT funds, and part time student
employment if administered by your office.)

What was the total budgeted revenue (educational and general)
for your institution for 1972-1973?
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What types of aid were administered?
Institutional scholarships College Work-Study
Institutional work jobs -Educational opportunity
Institutional loans grants

National Defense Loans Guaranteed loan program
Law enforcement education Nursing scholarships
Nursing loans TEG and other State grants
State loans GI bill
other, please list

What other offices, if any, are administering financial aid on
your campus? Please list office and give type of aid.

How many different students received financial aid through
your office during the year 1972-1973?

Do you perform administrative duties in areas other than finan-
cial aids on a regular basis? Yes, No. If yes, what
additional duties do you perform

On a yearly basis what per cent of your time is spent on
financial aid matters? 70% or more, 5(Po or more,

less than 50%

Did you teach any classes during the 1972-1973 academic year?
Yes, No. If yes, what courses did you teach?

How many
credit hours did you teach?

What was the cost of administering financial aid on your campus
for the year 1972-1973?

How many semester hours of college have you had in the area
of counseling? in college administration? , in law?
in business administration or accounting? , in educational
administration? , in public relations?

Which of these areas did you find most helpful in your present
assignment?

How would you classify your opportunities to participate in
establishing financial aid policies on the state and federal
level? no opportunity, little opportunity, averageopportunity, much opportunity.
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In what way have you participated in
federal policies for financial aid?

through regional meetings with
IhEW personnel

through letters to state
'legislators

through professional association

establishing state and

through letter to
Congressmen
through lobbyists

other, please specify

In your opinion how does the level of your administrative
responsibility compare with the holders of the following
positions in your institution?

Faculty member
Chairman of Academic Department
President
Academic Dean
Registrar
Business Manager
Dean of Students
Director/Dean of Admissions
Assistant to the President
Director of Student Activities
Director of Counseling

My position About My position
is above Equal Is below

On an annual basis what per cent of your time is spent in
activities which you would classify as counseling? _less
then 10%, 11 to 30%, 31 to 50%, 51 to 70%, more
than 70%.

What per cent of your time do you feel should be spent in
counseling duties? less than 10%, 10 to 30%,
31 to 50%, 51 to70%, ___more than 7W%.

Do you or a professional associate interview every applicant
Fr financial aid? yes, no.

Should every applicant for financial aid receive a personal
interview if time permits? _yes, no.

Do you reserve a certain portion of each day for appointments
Wfth students? yes, no.

Should the financial aid director reserve a certain portion
o each day for interviews with students? yes, no.

Do students seem to feel free to discuss problems other than
Tfnancial need with you? yes, no.
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Should students discuss problems other than financial need
with the financial aid director? yes, no.

Do you discuss financial problems with students and their
parents on a regular basis? yes, no.

Should the financial aid director discuss financial problems
and need with students and their parents? yes, no.

Do you feel free to make referrals of students with special
needs to other members of the counseling staff? yes, no.

Should the financial aid director make referrals to other
members of the counseling staff? yes, no.

Do you attempt to explain financial aid policies to high
school counselors in your area? yes, no.

Should the financial aid director do so? yes, no.

Do you meet regularly with other members of the counseling
staff? yes, no.

Should the financial aid director meet regularly with the
counseling staff? yes, no.

How do you establish financial need for each applicant?
Outside agencies, such as ACT or CSS
Application form from this institution
Personal interview

Othe r
Combination of the above

On an annual basis what per cent of your time is spent in
activities which you would classify as administrative in
nature? less than 10%, 10 to 30%, 31 to 50%,

51 to TT, _more than TOT.

What per cent of your time do you feel should be spent in
performing administrative duties? less than 10%,

10 to 30%, 31 to 50%, 51 t5 70%, more than 70%.

To what extent does the administration of your institution
look to you for the formulation of new financial aid policies?

not at all, to a very limited degree, to a con-
siderable degree, to a great degree.

To what extent should the administration of your institution
look to you for the formulation of new financial aid policies?

not at all, to a very limited extent, to a consid-
erable extent, to a great degree.
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In what ways do you participate in formulating financial aid
policies on your campus? recommendations to boards of
control, recommendations to the President, recom-
mendations to the faculty, recommendations tothe financial
aid committee, unilateralraction.

In what ways do you feel you should participate in formulating
financial aid policy on your campus? recommendations to
the boards of control, recommendations to the President,
recommendations to the faculty, recommendations to the
financial aid committee, unilateral action.

What is the extent of your participation in budget formulation
for your institution? none, expense budget for the
office of financial aid, overalte budget for financial aid
as well as office expense, participate in budget formu-
lation for the entire institution.

What should be the extent of your participation in budget
formuatin? none, routine office expenses, overall
budget for financial aid, budget formulation forEthe entire
college.

In what administrative division of the college is financial
aid included? business affairs, academic affairs,

student affairs, promotions, other.

In what administrative division of the college should financial
aid ideally be included? business affairs, academic
affairs, student affairs, promotions, ___thTer.

Is your office responsible for the collection of student loans
granted through your office? yes, no.

Should your office be responsible for the collection of
student loans granted through your office? yes, no.

On an annual basis what per cent of your time is spent in
activities which you would classify as promotional in nature?

les than 10%, 10 to 30%, 31 to 50%, 51 to 70%,
more than 70%.

What per cnet of your time do you feel should be spent inperforming promotional duties? less than 10%, 10 to 30%,
31 to 50%, 51 to 70%, more than 70%.

Do you personally take part in student recruitment activities?
yes, no.
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Do you feel that the financial aid director should take part
in student recruitment activities? yes, no.

Do you personally take the initiative in seeking new sources
of funds for financial aid? yes, _no.

Should the financial aid director be expected to take the
initiative in seeking new sources of funds for financial
aid? yes, no.

Do you initiate news releases and other forms of publicity
for the financial aid program on your campus? yes, no.

Should the financial aid director be expected to release
information to news media concerning financial aid? yes,

no.

Do you correspond with prospective students concerning
financial aid? yes, no.

Should the financial aid director be expected to do so?
yes, no.

On an annual basis what per cent of your time is spent in
activities which you would classify as clerical in nature?

less than 10%, 10 to 30%, 31 to 50%, 51 to 70%,
more than 70%.

What per cent of the financial aid director's time should be
spent in performing clerical duties? less than 10%,

10 to 30%, 31 to 50%, 51 to 7%, _more than 70%.

Do you personally compute the amount of financial aid needed
by students? yes, no.

Should the director of financial aid personally compute the
amount of financial aid needed? yes, no.

Do you personally execute the reports required by various
governmental agencies concerning financial aid? yes, no.

Do you feel that the financial aid director should personally
execute the reports required by various agencies? yes,

no.
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Please indicate the degree to which you
agree or disagree with the following
statements.

Helping students is the primary goal of
financial aid administration.

Strengthening the financial structure of the
institution is a primary goal of financial
aid administration.

Every young person regardless of financial
ability should be able to attend college.

Students should be charged the full cost of
higher education

Private institutions of higher education
should receive public tax support.

Private colleges are essential to the overall
strength of higher education in Texas

Students and society should share in the cost
of higher education.

Society should pay the full cost of higher
education.

The National Direct Student Loan program has
outlived its usefulness and should be dis-
continued.

The Tuition Equalization Grant Program has
strengthened higher education in Texas.

Distinctions between public and private
higher education are becoming blurred by pro-
grams of public assistance to private schools.
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Institutions can best be strengthened finan- ~~~

cially by increasing aid to students.

Basic Opportunity Grants instituted in 1973

should be an improvement over present forms

of financial aid.

Loans on the whole are superior to grants as a

form of financial aid.

Financial aids administration has achieved

the status of a profession

The challenge and reward of financial aid

administration merit consideration as a
life-long career.

Financial aids administration requires a
considerable amount of special training
and experience.

I am generally satisfied with financial aid

work.

I am generally satisfied with college
administration as a career.

Top administrators at this institution seem

to appreciate the importance of financial
aid administration

The work of the financial aid officer is

primarily that of a counselor.

Financial aid administration is primarily
administrative in nature.

Comment:
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APPENDIX G

COVER LETTER FOR FORM B OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

June 27, 1973

Words cannot adequately express my gratitude to you for
your assistance in the study of the Perceived Role of the
Financial Aid Director in the State of Texas. I shall be
happy to make the results of the study available to you
and hope to be in a position to repay your kindness in
the future.

Validity has been established for the questionnaire. In
order for the research to be accepted it is necessary also
to establish reliability for this instrument. It seems
that the test-retest method is the only appropriate method
of establishing reliability in this instance. I have chosen
a random sample of aid directors who are being implored to
assist in establishing reliability.

I am aware that this is asking a lot from your busy schedule,
but I am hoping that your professional interest will result
in your taking the necessary time to execute Form B of the
questionnaire which you completed a few days ago. When
the questionnaires are returned I shall compare them with
those previously received and compute a coefficient of
correlation.

Your generous cooperation and timely return of the questionnaire
will enable me to complete the research project and provide you
with a summary of my findings.

Sincerely,

Charles E. Pace
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APPENDIX H

QUESTIONNAIRE
FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATION

Name of Institution:

Enrollment of institution in fall semester 1972:

Full title of your position:

Name of respondent: Age

Sex: M, F Marital Status: _M, S

What types of aid are administered by your office?
Institutional scholarships College Work-Study
Institutional work jobs Educational Opportunity grants
Institutional loans National Direct Loans
Guaranteed loan program Law enforcement education
Nursing scholarships pursing loansTEG and other State grants State loansGI bill ___other, please list

What other offices, if any, are administering financial aid on
your campus? Please list office and give type of aid.

How many professional financial aids staff members are assigned
to your office? Number of full time persons . Number of
part time persons_.

What was the total amount of financial aids administered by
your office during 1972-73? (Please include
institutional and non-institutional funds, and part time student
employment if administered by your office.

What was the total budgeted general fund revenue for your
institution for 1972-73?

How many different students received financial aid through your
office during the year 1972-73?

What was the cost of administering financial aid on your campus
for the year 1972-73?

To whom are you immediately responsible?

How many levels of administration are between you and the
president of your institution?
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What was your salary for the academic year 1972-73?
under $8,000 $14,000 to $15,999
$8,000 to $9,999 $16,000 to $17,999
$10,000 to $11,999 $18,000 to $19,999
$12,000 to $13,999 $20,000 and above

Do you feel that your salary is adequate and fair? Yes, No.

What is the highest academic degree which you now hold?
no degree, bachelors degree, masters degree,
doctoral degree, other, please specify

How long have you held your present position?

What positions have you held since college graduation prior
to becoming Financial Aid Director?
Position Company or College From To

How many semester hours of college have you had in the area
of counseling? in college administration? , in law?
in business administration or accounting? , in educational
administration? , in public relations? .

Which of these areas did you find most helpful in your present
position?

Do you perform administrative duties in areas other than finan-
cial aids on a regular basis? Yes, No. If yes, what
additional duties do you performs

On a yearly basis what per cent of your time is spent on
financial aid matters? 70% or more, 50% or more,

less than 50%.

Did you teach any classes during the 1972-73 academic year?
Yes, No. If yes, what courses did you teach?

credit hours did you teach?

How would you classify your opportunities to participate in
establishing financial aid policies on the state and federal
level? no opportunity, little opportunity, average
opportunitY, much opportunity. ~~~~~~
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In what way have you participated in establishing state andfederal policies for financial aid?
through regional meetings with through letters toHew personnel Congressmen
through letters to state through lobbyistslegislators
through professional association other, please specify

In your opinion how does the level of your administrative
responsibility compare with the holders of the following
positions in your institution?

Faculty member
Chairman of Academic Department
President
Academic Dean
Registrar
Business Manager
Dean of Students
Director/Dean of Admissions
Assistant to the President
Director of Student Activities
Director of Counseling

My position About My position
is above Equal is below

On an annual basis what percent of your time is spent inactivities which you would classify as clerical in nature
less than 10%, 10% to 30%, 31 to 50%, 51 to 70%,more than 70%.

What percent of the financial aid director's time should bespent in performing clerical duties? less than 10%,10 to 30%, 31 to 50%, 51 to 70%, more than 70%.

Do you personally compute the amount of financial aid neededbstudents?__Yes,__No .

Should the director of financial aid personally compute theamount of financial aid needed? Yes, No.

Do you personally execute the reports required by variousgovernmental agencies concerning financial aid? Yes, N
Do you feel that the financial aid director should Personallyexecute the reports required by various agencies? _Yes,y

On an annual basis what percent of your time is spt
activity which you would classify as promotional in nature?

e than 10%, 10 to 30%, 31 to 50%, 51 to 70%,more than 70% .

o.

No.
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What percent of your time do you feel should be spent inperforming promotional duties? less than 10%, 10 to 30%,31 to 50%, 51 to 70%, more than 70%.

Do you personally take part in student recruitment activities?
Yes, No.

Do you feel that the financial aid director should take partin student recruitment activities? Yes, No.

Do you personally take the initiative in seeking new sourcesof funds for financial aid? Yes, No.

Should the financial aid director be expected to take theinitiative in seeking new sources of funds for financial aid?
Yes, No.

Do you initiate news releases and other forms of publicity
for the financial aid program on your campus? Yes, No.

Should the financial aid director be expected to releaseinformation to news media concerning financial aid? Yes
No.

Do you correspond with prospective students concerning
financial aid? Yes, No.

Should the financial aid director be expected to do so?
Yes, No.

On an annual basis what percent of your time is spent inactivities which you would classify as administrative innature? less than 10%, 10 to 30%, 31 to 50%,
51 to 7-T, more than 7 T.

What percent of your time do you feel should be spent inperforming administrative duties? less than 10%,
10 to 30%, 31 to 50%, 51 t-670%, more than 70%.

To what extent does the administration of your institution
look to you for the formulation of new financial aid policies?not at all, to a very limited degree, to a con-siderable degree, to a great degree.

To what extent should the administration of your institutionlook to you for the formulation of new financial aid policies?not at all, to a very limited extent, to a con-
siderable extent, to a great degree.
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Is your office responsible for the collection of student loans
granted through your office? Yes, No.

Should your office be responsible for the collection of student
loans granted through your office? Yes, No.

In what ways do you participate in formulating financial aid
policies on your campus? recommendations to boards of
control, recommendations to the President, recommen-
dations to the faculty, recommendations to th' financial
aid committee, unilateral action.

In what ways do you feel you should participate in formulating
financial aid policy on your campus? recommendations to the
Boards of Control, recommendations toFthe President, rec-
commendations to the7Taculty, recommendations to the finan-
cial aid committee, unilateraT action.

What is the extent of your participation in budget formulation
for your institution? none, expense budget for the
office of financial aid, overall budget for financial aid
as well as office expense, ___participate in budget formu-
lation for the entire institution.

What should be the extent of your participation in budget
formulation? none, routine office expenses, overall
budget for financial aid, budget formulation for the entire
college.

In what administrative division of the college is financial aid
included? business affairs, academic affairs, stu-
dent affairs, promotions, _other

In what administrative division of the college should financial
aid ideally be included? business affairs, academic
affairs, student affairs, promotions, other.

On an annual basis what percent of your time is spent in
activities which you would classify as counseling? less
than 10%, 10%to 30%, 31 to 50%,. 51 to 70%, more
than 70%.

What percent of your time do you feel should spent in
counseling duties? less than 10%, 10 to 30%, 31 to
50%, 51 to 70%, more than 70%.

Do you or a professional associate interview every applicant
for financial aid? Yes, No.

Should every applicant for financial aid receive a personal
interview if time permits? Yes, No.
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Do you reserve a certain portion of each day for appoint-
ments with students? Yes, No.

Should the financial aid director reserve a certain portion
of each day for interviews with students? Yes, No.

Do students seem to feel free to discuss problems other than
financial need with you? Yes, No.

Should students discuss problems other than financial need
with the financial aid director? Yes No.

Do you discuss financial problems with students and their
parents on a regular basis? Yes, No.

Should the financial aid director discuss financial problems
and need with students and their parents? Yes, No.

Do you feel free to make referrals of students with special
needs to other members of the counseling staff? Yes, No.

Should the financial aid director make referrals to other
members of the counseling staff? Yes, No.

Do you attempt to explain financial aid policies to high
school counselors in your area? Yes, No.

Should the financial aid director do so? Yes, No.

Do you meet regularly with other members of the counseling
staff? Yes, No.

Should the financial aid director meet regularly with the
counseling staff? Yes, No.

How do you establish financial need for each applicant?

Outside agencies, such as ACT or CSS
Application form from this institution
Personal interview
Other

Combination of t e6above.

Have you published anything in the area of financial aid?
Yes, No. Book, Journal article, other.

Do you utilize a financial aid committee on your campus?
Yes, No.
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Please indicate the degree to which you
agree or disagree with the following state-
ments.

Helping students is the primary goal of
financial aid administration.

Institutions can best be strengthened finan-
cially by increasing aid to students.

Strengthening the financial structure of the
institution is a primary goal of financial
aid administration.

Basic Opportunity Grants instituted in 1973
should be an improvement over present forms
of financial aid.

Every young person regardless of financial
ability should be able to attend college.

Loans on the whole are superior to grants as
a form of financial aid.

Students should be charged the full cost of
higher education.

Financial aids administration has achieved
the status of a profession.

Private institutions of higher education
should receive public tax support.

The challenge and reward of financial aid
administration merit consideration as a
life-long career.

Private colleges are essential to the over-
all strength of higher education in Texas.

Financial aids administration requires a
considerable amount of special training
and experience.
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Students and society should share in the cost
of higher education.

I am generally satisfied with financial aid
work.

Society should pay the full cost of higher
education.

I am generally satisfied with college
administration as a career.

The National Direct Student Loan program has
outlived its usefulness and should be dis -
continued.

Top administrators at this institution seem
to appreciate the importance of financial
aid administration.

The Tuition Equalization Grant Program has
strengthened higher education in Texas.

The work of the financial aid officer is
primarily that of a counselor.

Distinctions between public and private
higher education are becoming blurred by
programs of public assistance to private
schools.

Financial aid administration is primarily
administrative in nature.

Comment:



APPENDIX I

FOLLOW UP LETTER

July 30 , 1973

Response to the questionnaire relating to the perceived
role of the financial aid director in the colleges of
Texas has been very good.

To date questionnaires have been received from nearly
eighty percent of the public colleges and from nearly
forty percent of the private colleges.

In order to complete this important study on a timely
basis I urgently need your response at your very earliest
convenience.

If you do not wish to respond to any item on the question-
naire, please feel free to omit that item in completing
the instrument.

As indicated previously, all data will be kept confi-
dential; no college or individual will be identified in
the completed study. A summary of the data will be for-
warded to each person participating in the study.

May I hear from you soon. Another copy of the questionnaire
along with a stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed
for your convenience.

Cordially yours,

Charles E. Pace
306 Pensacola Avenue
Waxahachie, Texas 75165
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APPENDIX J

FOLLOW UP LETTER

August 14, 1973

.O .S.---.. . O. S.--. .S *s .---

This is a desperate plea for assistance. I know
that you are very busy at this time, but won't you
please take about ten minutes to help with a worth-
while endeavor.

The study of the role of the financial aid
director in Texas is progressing. Questionnaires have
been returned by all except two financial aid directors
in the public colleges of Texas. The study is designed
to compare the role of the financial aid director in
the public and private colleges of the State, and there-
fore I must have several more responses from the private
sector to make the study complete . To date replies have
been received from about 50 per cent of the private colleges.

While I hope to produce a doctoral dissertation
from the study, I feel that it has wider significance
and interest to the profession and will serve to enhance
the prestige and recognition of this important adminis-
trator.

Would you, please, take a few moments, now, while
you are thinking of it, to fill out the questionnaire
which I sent you several days ago. I would appreciate
it ever so much and shall be happy to provide you with
a summary of my findings.

Sincerely,
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